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WELCOME
to the eleventh issue of the annual
Biosphere Expeditions Magazine.

I founded Biosphere Expeditions in 1999 and in our first
20 years we were focused on citizen science and wildlife
conservation (see our 20 Year Anniversary Magazine last
year). We will continue with this focus, but this, we all at
Biosphere Expeditions feel, is no longer enough.
The undeniable crisis our planet is in demands more action
and activism. It demands a radical rethink of how we run
our lives, societies and the way we treat our planet.
This issue centres around the emergency we are facing and
offers our “20 tips for 20 years” - from the light green of
what we should all do as a bare minimum, to the dark green
rejection of neoliberalism and the fallacy of endless growth,
to joining the revolution that is gathering pace as we speak.
Because sitting on our hands is simply not an option any
more. We have a duty to act if we want to be able to look
our grandchildren in the eye. On our 20th anniversary, we
joined the revolution and we are becoming more activist
for the sake of our planet. Join us now!

Dr. Matthias Hammer 		
Executive Director
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Background

ŰBER UNS
A PROPOS
Citizen science | ethical adventures | wildlife conservation

O

ur planet is in crisis, with nature under attack like never before. We believe everyone has the power to change this. We are mindful of nature and empower people
through citizen science and hands-on wildlife conservation. We are a non-profit,
visionary, award-winning and ethical conservation organisation. We are a member of the
IUCN and the UN's Environment Programme. Working hand-in-hand with local biologists
and communities, we champion change and protect nature. And we succeed - the creation
of protected areas on four continents is just one example.

Come and join us! Make your holiday time count as a wildlife volunteer and share in our
vision of a healthier planet. Whatever your age or background, make your voice heard
and spend a week or more on a wildlife conservation expedition with us. Travel with us to
remote and beautiful places, learn new skills, meet like-minded people from around the
world and experience conservation in action. Together - for nature, not profit - let's act like
our world depends on it. Because it does.

Bürgerwissenschaft | nachhaltiges Reisen | ethische Abenteuer | Artenschutz

U

nser Planet steckt in der Krise - noch nie stand die Natur so unter Druck. Wir glauben
daran, dass es in der Macht jedes einzelnen liegt, das zu ändern. Wir achten auf die
Natur und befähigen Menschen sie zu schützen - durch Bürgerwissenchaft und angewandten Naturschutz. Wir sind eine gemeinnützige, visionäre und nach ethischen Standards
handelnde Naturschutzorganisation. Wir sind Mitglied der IUCN und des UN-Umweltprogramms. Wir arbeiten Hand in Hand mit Menschen und Biologen vor Ort in unseren Projektgebieten, setzen uns für einen Wandel ein und schützen unser aller Natur. Und unser Konzept
ist erfolgreich – die Einrichtung von Schutzgebieten auf vier Kontinenten ist nur ein Beispiel.

Helfen Sie mit und gestalten Sie Ihre Urlaubszeit besonders wertvoll. Teilen Sie unsere Vision
eines intakteren Planeten und verschaffen Sie Ihrer Stimme Gehör als Teilnehmer an unseren
Natur- und Artenschutzexpeditionen. Erfahren Sie - für eine Woche oder auch länger - Neues
an wunderschönen, entlegenen Orten, erwerben Sie neue Fähigkeiten, treffen Sie Gleichgesinnte aus der ganzen Welt und erleben Sie Natuschutz hautnah. Lassen Sie uns gemeinsam so
handeln, als hinge das Wohl des Planeten von uns ab - denn genau das tut es.

Actions participatives | voyage durable | aventure éthique | protection des espèces

N

otre planète est en crise – jamais encore la nature n’a autant été en danger. Chacun
a le pouvoir de changer les choses. Nous en avons conscience, et c’est pour cela que
nous donnons les moyens nécessaires aux hommes de la préserver, au travers d’actions
participatives et scientifiques, sur le terrain. Nous sommes une organisation à but non lucratif,
visionnaire, plusieurs fois récompensée, éthique et durable, qui vise à promouvoir la protection de la nature. Nous sommes également membres de l’IUCN (Union internationale pour la
conservation de la nature) et du programme des Nations Unies pour l'environnement. Nous
travaillons main dans la main avec les communautés et les biologistes locaux. Nous incitons
au changement et protégeons la nature. Nos efforts sont couronnés de succès : la création
d’espaces protégés sur l’ensemble des quatre continents est juste un exemple de tout ce que
nous avons réussi à accomplir.

Rejoignez-nous et donnez de votre temps. Partagez notre vision d’une planète préservée.
Quel que soit votre âge ou vos compétences, faites compter votre voix et participez à une mission pour la préservation de la nature pendant une semaine ou plus. Partez avec nous vers des
endroits magnifiques et reculés. Développez vos connaissances et rencontrez des personnes
du monde entier, qui ont la même volonté que vous. Participez concrètement à la préservation
de la nature. Ensemble, agissons pour le bien de notre planète car notre futur en dépend.
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DO MORE

Whether you are back from an expedition
and want to do more, or interested in lending a hand,
there is more you can do for the planet, for yourself
and for Biosphere Expeditions. Here’s how.

55

The backbone of Biosphere Expeditions

Meet the staff
Biosphere Expeditions employs a global team of wildlife professionals who all contribute to the success
of the organisation: expedition leaders, scientists, field-based and administrative staff. Their roles are as
diverse as their backgrounds, but they all share a love of the outdoors and wildlife.

Here are just two of our team. More can be found at
www.biosphere-expeditions.org/staff.

Robin Johnson is from
the UK, studied Ecology
and Conservation at Imperial College London
and Manchester Metropolitan University, and has worked for BirdLife International and the UN. Among other conservation activities,
he has trained park rangers in Guinea; improved methods for counting parrots, to better inform their conservation; and built local capacity for conservation through
targeted funding. Robin has worked in several African
countries and currently lives in Transylvania (Romania),
to have some of the finest nature in Europe, and enviable
opportunities for outdoor pursuits, on his doorstep. Robin is a qualified mountain guide and is keen on hiking,
climbing, ski touring, mountain biking and birdwatching.
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An Bollen was born in
Leuven, Belgium, where
she studied biology
and completed a PhD
in tropical ecology. At
age 18, An went on a
year-long
exchange
programme with a local
family in Ecuador, sparking her passion for travel and exploration. An has worked for over 15 years in biodiversity
conservation in the tropics, both in tropical rainforests
as well as on coral reefs and often working closely with
local communities. She has a soft spot for islands and
called both Madagascar and the tiny island of Principe,
off the west coast of Africa, home for a while. An has
also organised and led research expeditions on several
occasions during her career. An is passionate about the
underwater world, an amateur photographer and very
much an outdoor, nature-loving person.
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EXPEDITIONS WORLDWIDE
SWEDEN
Brown bear

GERMANY
Wolf

page 48

© Theo Grüntjens

page 38

AZORES (Portugal)
Whales, dolphins, turtles

ARMENIA

Leopard, lynx, bear, wolf

page 34
page 32

COSTA RICA
Leatherback turtle

MALAWI

Elephants, cats & African biodiversity

page 36
page 42
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TIEN SHAN (Kyrgyzstan)
Snow leopard

ARABIA (UAE)

Oryx, wildcat, sand fox & others
page 52

THAILAND
Asian elephant
page 30

page 50

MALDIVES
KENYA

Coral reef & whale shark

Big Five & others

page 44
page 40

SOUTH AFRICA
Leopard, caracal & biodiversity

page 46
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THE
EMERGENCY

Reprinted and adapted with kind permission.
Source article with links on https://rebellion.earth/the-truth/the-emergency/
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THE SCIENCE IS CLEAR: IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT WE ARE FACING
AN UNPRECEDENTED GLOBAL EMERGENCY.
WE ARE IN A LIFE OR DEATH SITUATION OF OUR OWN MAKING.
WE MUST ACT NOW.

“We are in a planetary emergency.”
Prof. James Hansen, former Director of the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies
“Climate change is also a medical emergency. It thus demands an emergency response.”
Prof. Hugh Montgomery, director of the University College London Institute for Human Health and Performance,
Lancet Commission Co-Chair
“This is an emergency and for emergency situations we need emergency action.”
Ban Ki-Moon, former UN Secretary General

H

uman activity is causing irreparable harm to the life
on this world. A mass extinction event is underway.
Many current life forms could be annihilated or at
least committed to extinction by the end of this century.
The air we breathe, the water we drink, the earth we
plant in, the food we eat and the beauty and diversity of
nature that nourishes our psychological well-being, all
are being corrupted and compromised by the political
and economic systems that promote and support our
modern, consumer-focussed lifestyles.
We must act while we still can. What we are seeing now
is nothing compared to what could come.

Effects on global human society, if the climate and ecological emergency is not addressed in time, may spiral
out of control.
• Sea level rise
• Desertification
• Wildfires
• Water shortage
• Crop failure
• Extreme weather
• Millions displaced
• Disease
• Increased risk of wars and conflict
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But our leaders are failing in their duty to act on our
behalf. Our current systems of governance are compromised by a focus on profits and economic growth (the
neoliberal system we have covered in many previous
editions of this Magazine). Politicians can be influenced
by lobbies of powerful corporations and the media are
hampered by vested interests of corporate advertisers or
billionaire owners, undermining our democratic values.
We have run out of the luxury of time to react incrementally. We must radically and immediately begin
reducing emissions and improving carbon absorption,
drawing it down and locking it up again. Only a peaceful planet-wide mobilisation of the scale of World War II
will give us a chance to avoid the worst case scenarios
and restore a safe climate.

away from our failing trajectory, and time is running
out. We must recognise, in our day-to-day lives and in
our governing institutions, that Earth with all its life is
our only home.”
2018/2019
At the end of 2018, the UN Secretary General warned us
that “humanity and life on earth now face a direct existential threat. The world must act swiftly and robustly
to keep global warming under 1.5°C and try to avoid
utterly catastrophic impacts to life on earth”. Keeping
this goal in 2019 became increasingly unlikely, with
another 11,000 warning humanity of the catastrophic
consequences of failure.
We are on our final notice . We must act now.

The task before us is daunting, but big changes have
happened before. We can build a better world.

GREENHOUSE GASES
WARNINGS

Our carbon emissions are still increasing!

We’ve been warned again and again…and again.

“More than half of all industrial emissions of carbon dioxide since the dawn of the Industrial Revolution will have
been released since 1988” – Dr. Peter C. Frumhoff, Director
of science and policy at the Union of Concerned Scientists.

1992
In 1992, the Union of Concerned Scientists including
the majority of living science Nobel laureates, penned
the “World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity” calling on
humankind to curtail environmental destruction and
warning that “a great change in our stewardship of
the earth and the life on it is required, if vast human
misery is to be avoided.” They showed that humans
were on a collision course with the natural world. They
proclaimed that fundamental changes were urgently
needed to avoid the consequences our present course
would bring.

Carbon dioxide concentrations are at a record high of
411 parts per million (ppm) (an increase of over 45% on
pre-industrial levels). Concentrations are now at the highest levels in at least the last three million years (i.e. since
before modern humans had even evolved on this planet).
To stabilise temperatures, net-emissions need to reach
zero. The longer we delay, the harder it becomes. Because of years of delay and inaction we have reached
a crisis where we will only meet our targets if we take
urgent emergency action!

The authors of the 1992 declaration feared that humanity was pushing earth’s ecosystems beyond their capacities to support the web of life. They described how
we are fast approaching many of the limits of what the
biosphere can tolerate without substantial and irreversible harm. They implored that we cut greenhouse gas
emissions and phase out fossil fuels, reduce deforestation and reverse the trend of collapsing biodiversity.
2017
In 2017, humanity was given a second notice. Over
15,000 scientists signed a new and even more urgently
worded letter, which warned that “to prevent widespread misery and catastrophic biodiversity loss, humanity must practice a more environmentally sustainable alternative to business as usual. This prescription
was well articulated by the world’s leading scientists 25
years ago, but in most respects, we have not heeded
their warning. Soon it will be too late to shift course
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OUR HOUSE IS ON FIRE
Human activities have caused the planet’s average surface
temperature to rise about 1.1°C since the late 19th century. Most of the warming occurred in the past 35 years.
Globally, the past four years have been the hottest on
record, and the 20 warmest have occurred in the past
22 years.
As the global temperature rises, we see an increase
in extreme weather events such as heat waves and
droughts. For example, scientists from the UK Met Office who examined the extreme heat wave, which
struck Europe in the summer of 2003 (which is now

known to have killed 70,00 people) concluded that “it
is very likely…that human influence has at least doubled the risk of a heat wave exceeding this threshold
magnitude.” If we carry on burning fossil fuels, such an
extreme heat wave will become an average summer for
Europe by 2040 and almost all summers will be hotter
than that by 2060!
Across the globe, calculations show that record-breaking
extreme temperatures become far more probable due to
human-induced warming (for example 2010 Syria, 2013
Korea, 2014 California, 2018 UK).
A 2018 study shows how deadly heat waves may limit
habitability of one of the world’s most populous regions
in the world. Concluding that continued burning of fossil fuels would lead to heat extremes that exceeded “the
threshold defining what Chinese farmers may tolerate
while working outdoors.”

AIR POLLUTION
All forms of pollution were responsible in 2015 for an
estimated 7 million premature deaths (ambient air pollution 4.2 million deaths, household air pollution 2.8
million deaths). That is 16% of all deaths worldwide. Pollution is thus the world’s largest environmental cause of
disease and premature death.
The vast majority of these deaths are due to exposure
to air pollution, mostly from small particles that can
penetrate deep into the lungs (known as PM2.5). Young
children, those with preexisting health conditions such
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as asthma and seniors are particularly vulnerable. In
total, nine out of ten people now breathe polluted air,
mostly in low-middle income countries.
It is not just pollution from cars and industry that are causing this health crisis; poor indoor air quality is also deadly.
In half the world, this is due to having no access to clean
fuels or electricity and so people have to rely on inefficient
solid-fuel burning stoves and kerosene lamp technologies.

Globally species are going extinct at rates up to 1,000
times the background rates typical of earth’s past. The
direct causes of biodiversity loss are habitat change,
overexploitation, the introduction of invasive alien species, nutrient loading and climate change.The latest
Living Planet Index shows an average decline of 60% in
the population sizes of thousands of vertebrate species
around the world between 1970 and 2014.
More than a quarter of species assessed by the IUCN
(around 100,000) are threatened with extinction. That
is 40% of all amphibians, 25% of all mammals, 34% of
all conifers, 14% of all birds, 33% of reef-building corals,
31% of sharks and rays.

MASS EXTINCTION
The Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services (IPBES) report produced in 2019
shows the biodiversity crisis is on a par with the threat
posed by climate change. We are part of the natural
world and we depend on it to stay alive.
The biological annihilation of wildlife in recent decades
means the Sixth Mass Extinction in Earth’s history is
now well underway.

Corals reefs are suffering mass die-offs from heat stress.
These events are becoming much more common with
back-to-back die-offs on the Great Barrier Reef in Australia in 2016 and 2017. The predictions are that at just
2°C of warming above pre-industrial temperatures,
these heat waves will occur on an annual basis and
coral reefs will become functionally extinct.

Looking at the UK, for example, the 2016 State of Nature report found that it was “among the most naturedepleted countries in the world”. One in five British
mammals are at risk of being lost from the countryside
with the populations of hedgehogs and water voles declining by almost 70% in just the past 20 years. Whilst
another new report by the British Trust for Ornithology
found that more than a quarter of British bird species
are threatened, including the puffin, the nightingale
and curlew. Across Europe the abundance of farmland
birds has fallen by 55% in just the past three decades.

Climate change in your lifetime
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INSECT DIE-OFF
Catastrophic reductions in global insect populations
have profound consequences for ecological food chains
and human crop pollination.
There is strong evidence that many insect populations
are under serious threat and are declining in many places
across the globe. Multiple pressures include habitat loss,
agro-chemical pollutants, invasive species and climate
change.
A 27-year long population monitoring study in Germany
revealed a dramatic 76% decline in flying insect biomass.
And a new study by Dutch scientists found that butterfly numbers had fallen by over 80% in the last 130 years.
With the authors concluding that “industrial agriculture
is simply leaving hardly any room for nature.”
“It should be of huge concern to all of us, for insects are
at the heart of every food web, they pollinate the large
majority of plant species, keep the soil healthy, recycle
nutrients, control pests, and much more. Love them or
loathe them, we humans cannot survive without insects.”
Prof. Dave Goulson, The University of Sussex

FOOD
One of the world’s leading medical journals, The Lancet, carried out a major review, which concluded that
climate change posed “the biggest global health threat
of the 21st century” because of both the direct impacts
of extreme weather events and the indirect disruption
to the social and ecological systems that sustain us.
More frequent and severe water extremes, including
droughts and floods, impact agricultural production,
while rising temperatures translate into increased water demand in agriculture sectors.
“We have already observed impacts of climate change
on agriculture. We have assessed the amount of climate
change we can adapt to. There’s a lot we can’t adapt to even
at 2ºC. At 4ºC the impacts are very high and we cannot
adapt to them” Dr. Rachel Warren, University of East Anglia.
The number of extreme climate-related disasters, including
extreme heat, droughts, floods and storms, has doubled
since the early 1990s, with an average of 213 of these events
occurring every year during the period of 1990–2016. These
harm agricultural productivity, contributing to shortfalls in
food availability, with knock-on effects causing food price
hikes and income losses that reduce people’s access to food.
Today, people across 51 countries and territories are
facing crisis levels of acute food insecurity or worse,
requiring immediate emergency action.
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• 2015: 80 million people
• 2016: 108 million people
• 2017: 124 million people
The risk of extreme weather hitting several major food
producing regions of the world at the same time could
triple by 2040 (1 in 100 year event to 1 in 30).
A recent study looking at the impact of climate change
on food production for the top four maize-exporting
countries, which currently account for over 85% of
global maize exports, found that “the probability that
they have simultaneous production losses greater than
10% in any given year is presently virtually zero, but it
increases to 7% under 2°C warming and 86% under 4°C
warming“.
If diets continue as they are, feeding a growing population by 2050 will require: 120% more water (resulting in
severe freshwater scarcity), 42% more cropland (resulting in loss of natural habitats and therefore species extinctions), loss of 14% more forest (resulting in runaway
climate change), 77% more greenhouse gas emissions
(also resulting in runaway climate change).
The United Nations (alongside many other studies) has
identified vegetarianism as one of the major ways to reduce impact on the planet; it has also concluded that a
global shift towards a vegetarian or vegan diet is necessary to combat the worst effects of climate change.
One-third of the edible parts of food produced for human consumption gets lost or wasted globally, which is
about 1.3 billion tonnes per year. In term of greenhouse
gas emissions, if food wastage were a country, it would
be the third largest emitting country in the world.

WATER
Water withdrawals grew at almost twice the rate of population increase in the twentieth century.
The global water cycle is intensifying due to climate
change, with wetter regions generally becoming wetter and drier regions becoming even drier. A 2018 UN
report highlights that at present, an estimated 3.6 billion people (nearly half the global population) live in areas that are potentially water-scarce at least one month
per year, and this population could increase to some
4.8–5.7 billion by 2050.
Rising temperatures are predicted to melt at least onethird of Himalayan glaciers by the end of the century,
even if we limit the temperature rise to 1.5°C. Melting
glaciers in both the Andes and the Himalayas threaten
the water supplies of hundreds of millions people living
downstream.
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A severe drought in Cape Town in 2018 led to severe
water restrictions being put in place. The city came to
within just days of turning off its water supply – dubbed
‘Day Zero’. Climate scientists have now calculated that
climate change has already made a drought of this severity go from a 1 in 300 year event to being a 1 in a 100
year event. At 2°C of warming, a drought of this severity
will happen roughly once every 33 years.

Present ocean acidification is occurring approximately
ten times faster than anything experienced during the
last 300 million years, jeopardising the ability of ocean
systems to adapt.

RISING SEAS
The global sea level is rising faster in recent decades.
Sea level rise is caused primarily by two factors related
to global warming: the added water from melting ice
sheets and glaciers, as well as the expansion of seawater
as it warms. Sea level rises will cause inundation of low
lying lands, islands and coastal cities globally.
As sea level rises higher over the next 15 to 30 years,
tidal flooding is expected to occur much more often,
causing severe disruption to coastal communities, and
even rendering some areas unusable — all within the
timeframe of a typical home mortgage. 2°C warming
would threaten to inundate areas now occupied by 130
million people, whilst an increase to 4°C could lock in
enough eventual sea level rise to submerge land currently home to 470 to 760 million people globally.
The land ice sheets in both Antarctica and Greenland have
been losing mass since 2002. Both ice sheets have seen an
acceleration of ice mass loss since 2009. Antarctica is losing
six times more ice mass annually now than 40 years ago.
In 2014 a team from NASA found that part of the West
Antarctic ice sheet had already begun what they described as an “unstoppable” collapse, locking in at least
a metre of sea level rise. If we continue warming, we will
trigger the collapse of more sectors of the ice sheets.
“Sea level is rising much faster and Arctic sea ice cover is
shrinking more rapidly than we previously expected. Unfortunately, the data now show us that we have underestimated the climate crisis in the past.” Stefan Rahmstorf,
Professor of Physics of the Oceans.

OCEAN ACIDIFICATION
The oceans have already become 30% more acidic.
As carbon dioxide from the burning of fossil fuels dissolves, it alters the chemistry of sea water. On our current emission trajectory, in 2100, the pH increase of the
ocean will see a 150% increase in acidity. This will affect
marine life from shellfish to coral reef communities by
removing minerals vital for shell growth. The oceanic
conditions will be unlike any marine ecosystem of the
last 14 million years.

SEA ICE
Arctic sea ice is now declining at a rate of 12.8 percent
per decade.
Summer Arctic sea ice is predicted to disappear almost
completely by the middle of this century.
“We may lose the summer ice cover as early as 2030.
This is in itself much earlier than projections from nearly
all climate model simulations.” Prof. Mark Serreze,
Director of the National Snow and Ice Data Centre.
Scientists are now investigating the connections between the very significant changes we have seen in
the Arctic and changes to the jet stream resulting in
increasingly dramatic impacts on extreme weather
events at lower latitudes.

WATER POLLUTION
Nitrate from agriculture is now the most common chemical contaminant in the world’s groundwater aquifers.
These pollutants can also dramatically affect aquatic
ecosystems. For example, eutrophication caused by the
accumulation of nutrients in lakes and coastal waters impacts biodiversity and fisheries. Ocean dead zones with
zero oxygen have quadrupled in size since 1950, suffocating the organisms that live in those areas.
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SOIL LOSS AND DESERTIFICATION
More than 95% of what we eat comes from soil. It
takes about 500 years to form 2.5 cm of top soil under normal agricultural conditions. Soil erosion and
degradation have increased dramatically through deforestation for agriculture, overgrazing and the use of
agrochemicals.
50% of the planet’s topsoil has been lost in the last 150
years, leading to increased pollution, flooding and desertification. Desertification itself currently affects more
than 2.7 billion people.
By 2050, land degradation and climate change together are predicted to reduce crop yields by an average of 10% globally and up to 50% in certain regions.
Earthworms cannot compensate for the loss of topsoil
as they too are being depleted by 80% or more from
intensive agrichemical fields. Several species of worms
are extinct and many others are heading that way.
Current agricultural practices have led our soils to becoming more acidic. pH globally has acidified by an
average of 0.26 in 20 years. Meanwhile groundwater irrigation is leading to increased salinity with recent projections warning that 50% of all arable land will become
impacted by salinity by 2050.

IN SUMMARY
This is urgent! The published science tends to underestimate the severity of threats and the rapidity with
which they might unfold.
We do not have 30 years to turn this around. The longer
we wait to take profound and sweeping action, the
greater the risk that we trigger feedback loops and
reach tipping points, and start down an irreversible
pathway towards a 'Hothouse Earth'.
It is clear that we should never have allowed things to
get so bad. It is even worse when we realise that over
half of all emissions in history have happened in the
last 25 years, while our governments have been talking
about dealing with the problem and preaching the fallacy of endless growth on a finite planet at the same
time. Governments cannot be allowed to continue to
kick the ball into the long grass by setting the date for
decarbonisation at 2050. We need to start acting now.
A 2025 target forces us to do that, whereas 2050 would
condemns us to a bleak future.
The faster we act, the better. We are already too late to
prevent massive destruction and loss of life. Climatebreakdown-induced droughts, floods, wildfires, typhoons and cyclones will be more frequent and severe.
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Our current way of life is killing people and destroying
communities right now. The question now is whether
we can act in time to limit the damage – and hopefully
avoid the horror of the worst-case scenarios. Most evidence suggests we still just about have time. 2050 is a
generation too late. That would be unforgivable, and
very likely catastrophic.

ACT NOW
We are unprepared for the dangers our future holds.
We face floods, wildfires, extreme weather, crop failure,
mass displacement and the breakdown of society. The
time for denial is over. It is time to act.
Conventional approaches of voting, lobbying, petitions
and protest have failed, because powerful political and
economic interests prevent change. What is needed is
profound societal and system change. Historical evidence
shows that this can be brought about by the involvement
of 3.5% of the population – in the UK that is about 2 million people, in Germany 3 million, in the USA 11.5 million.
Go to the dark green section of the 20 tips (next pages)
to see what you can do now and then act. The future of
humanity and the biosphere depend on it. n

Activism
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20 TIPS
FOR 20 YEARS

Biosphere Expeditions was founded in 1999 and to celebrate its
20th anniversary has created these 20 tips for 20 years.

In our first 20 years, we were focused on citizen science and wildlife conservation.
We will continue with this focus, but this, we feel, is no longer enough. The undeniable crisis our planet is in demands more action and activism. It demands a radical
rethink of how we run our lives, societies and the way we treat our planet.
On the following pages are some tips on how - from the light green of what we should
all do as a bare minimum, to the dark green rejection of neoliberalism and the fallacy
of endless growth, to joining the revolution that is gathering pace as we speak.
Because sitting on our hands is simply not an option any more. We have a duty to act
if we want to be able to look our grandchildren in the eyes. On our 20th anniversary,
we joined the revolution and we are becoming more activist for the sake of our planet.
Join us now!

The full text with explanations, background, references and links is also on
www.biosphere-expeditions.org/20tips
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★ CATEGORY 1 - LIGHT GREEN
Food - NO WASTE,
less/no meat
and regional/seasonal
Western societies and their food suppliers in particular waste an astonishing
amount of perfectly good food (up to a third!). Try to minimise food waste
at home and do not fall prey to “best before” rip-offs, which are aggressively
promoted by the food industry to increase sales and profits. Also, reduce
your meat intake drastically or go vegetarian for a few days a week (or
completely). There’s a host of reasons why – health, climate change, carbon
footprint, world hunger, compassion for animals, etc. Or go entirely plantbased (vegan) – with a few precautions, this can be even healthier, more
compassionate for animals and better for the planet. Finally, eating regional
and seasonal food is healthy, kind to your budget and kinder to the planet
through reducing supply chains and carbon footprint. It’s a no-brainer.
What Biosphere Expeditions does: All our expeditions are vegetarian, as
are events and other things we organise as an NGO. We buy almost exclusively regional and seasonal food on our expeditions
in order to support local economies and reduce our impact. We do
the same at our events.

1

USE eco-friendly cleaning
products in your house
Many cleaning products contain chemicals that are extremely harmful
to the environment and its inhabitants, including humans. Eco-friendly
cleaning products are an easy alternative and solution.

SAVE energy
There are many ways to do this; most of them are easy and much of this is
about creating new habits that are kinder to the planet (and your budget).
What Biosphere Expeditions does: On our expeditions and
administrative locations, we have strict energy saving policies
and regimes.

This is what we should all know and do, because it’s easy,
does not cost much (or actually saves money)
and is better for the planet. There really is no excuse
for not doing this and be at least light green.

2

What Biosphere Expeditions does: We work hard to purchase eco-friendly
cleaning products wherever they are available and encourage
our partners (e.g. expedition accommodation and assembly
points) to do the same.

4

USE eco-friendly
hygiene products
SAVE water
Just like saving energy, this is about changing habits and there are
hundreds of tips available online.
What Biosphere Expeditions does: Just like with energy, our expeditions and administrative locations have water saving policies and regimes.

3

The Campaign for Safe Cosmetics has created Skin Deep, a searchable
online database of cosmetics and personal care products where you can
check your sunscreen, shampoo, deodorant, shaving cream and more for
toxic ingredients
What Biosphere Expeditions does: We encourage expedition
participants (and staff) to bring only eco-friendly/biodegradable
personal hygiene products on expedition.

5
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★ CATEGORY 1 - LIGHT GREEN
RECYCLE more check the domestic recycling
system that you can use and
use it well
Say NO
to bottled water

Your local area administration will have details on its recycling scheme.
Use it and make doubly sure you don’t just throw away toxic household
waste such as batteries, paints, oils, etc., but dispose of them properly.

The Independent (a UK broadsheet newspaper) has called bottled water
one of the “biggest scams of the century”. Just don’t do it in regions
where tap water is a perfectly safe alternative. Buy a non-plastic refillable
container instead.
What Biosphere Expeditions does: Bottled water is a big no-no
on expedition. Where local water is not safe to drink, we use
large, re-usable containers instead wherever possible.

6

What Biosphere Expeditions does: Our administration locations are on full
recycling schemes; on expedition we use whatever recycling
scheme is available locally and take home with us the most
toxic waste (batteries etc.) to be disposed of properly there.

9

CREATE biodiverse gardens
DON’T use
disposable tea/coffee cups
The billions of disposable coffee cups thrown away each year are a waste
of resources and harm forests in particular. Say no to the throwaway
culture and switch to reusable coffee cups instead.
What Biosphere Expeditions does:
We simply don’t use throwaway cups.

7

REDUCE
the amount you print
The environmental impact of paper is significant. At the same time it’s
easy to reduce paper use.
What Biosphere Expeditions does: We have gone largely
paper-free in our administration; on expedition we do use
more paper (datasheets, field guides, safety information,
etc.), but we minimise this and recycle wherever possible.
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Biodiversity is under threat like never before, populations of insects, birds
and other species are collapsing at unprecedented rates, a UN report
from May 2019 talks of unprecedented decline with species extinctions
increasing. There is no doubt that our planet is now in the midst of its sixth
mass extinction of plants and animals - the sixth wave of extinction
in the past half-billion years. It may all sound like doom and gloom, and
it is serious, but there are things you can do in your backyard to stem the
tide and create a garden for native biodiversity. Leave lawns uncut and
allow native plants to populate areas of your garden – weeds are only a
matter of definition! Give them and other native plants a home and allow your garden to go wild. Nature conservation really does begin in your
backyard!
What Biosphere Expeditions does: We tackle the problem from the other
end, by not having centralised office space, which needs buildings that
destroy green spaces. Instead we work with existing business centres
around the world and run a highly decentralised operation with people
working from home (or in the field) for the overwhelming majority of their
time. We encourage staff and partners to create as many
green spaces as possible and educate them about biodiversity gardening.

10
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VISIT protected natural areas and join
organisations that look after them

★★ CATEGORY 2 - GREEN

The more that protected areas are used, the bigger the incentive for governments and individuals to work to keep them intact. And joining organisations that care for wilderness, will give them money, motivation and a
voice to talk to government – a membership organisation with one million
(the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds in the UK is one example) will be listened to by politicians who want to stay in power. The more
people we have supporting nature conservation organisations, the better.
What Biosphere Expeditions does: We work with nature
conservation organisations around the world and we help
to create protected areas and empower local people
and organisations to care for them.

11

This category is a darker shade of green. It requires more of
an effort, but not much more. It is really what we should all
do. It is where changing unsustainable habits of a lifetime
starts and where we can turn the tide, because many small
actions can add up to a movement. Take these as your first
steps towards what comes next: being dark green (see
points 18-20). Because really, that’s where we all need to be
if our planet is to make it through its current crisis.

SUPPORT conservation
as an armchair citizen scientist

VOLUNTEER to support local people and
organisations that look after the environment

Whether it is a local litter pick or helping the local school with a bit of
wildlife gardening, your help will be much appreciated. And if you can’t
do the more physical tasks, try offering to help with tasks that you have
skills in, such as talking to people at local shows or writing articles or
distributing leaflets.
What Biosphere Expeditions does: We are one of those organisations, but
there are many, many more organisations out there
that need, deserve and will appreciate your support too.

12

Help out with conservation work without leaving your own home. The Zooniverse website is a great place to start. Zooniverse is the world’s largest
and most popular platform for citizen science, people-powered research.
The research is made possible by volunteers — by now over a million people around the world who come together to assist professional researchers with great success. Their goal is to enable research that would not be
possible, or practical, otherwise, and they have many different types of
research that you can help with. Many projects have produced unique scientific results, ranging from individual discoveries to classifications that
rely on input from thousands of volunteers. Click on the ‘Nature’ projects
to get a sample of the wildlife research that you can get involved with.
What Biosphere Expedition does: Citizen science is also what we are all
about, but ours is on the more active, hands-on side of the spectrum (although we have some home-based projects too). The whole spectrum is
important and armchair citizen science, when done well,
is just as valid as expeditions in remote and challenging
locations.

13
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★★ CATEGORY 2 - GREEN

MAKE your holiday count

SUPPORT wildlife surveys via citizen science apps

There is a host of citizen science apps to make records of things that you see
in nature when you are out and about. A lot of conservation organisations
now produce their own apps to help monitor a variety of species. The apps
usually walk you through the survey process and how to identify different
types of animals, so you can learn as you go. Some good examples from the
UK are Mammal Tracker and Bee Count, but there are many available.
And of course apps extend well beyond nature monitoring. For example,
citizen activism through air quality monitoring apps has helped
tackle air pollution across Europe. So there is much for you
to get involved in!
What Biosphere Expeditions does: See point 13 above.

14

Combining conservation with your holiday is a growing trend. Combining
some time away from work or domestic chores with a great outdoors experience is good for our mental health as well as the environment. NGOs
such as Blue Ventures, Operation Wallacea and Biosphere Expeditions
organise trips to many places around the world in support of scientists
working in remote and challenging places so that you can work alongside
them and help them out in the field. Remember not to fly, if at all possible,
or, if you have to, make your flight really count!
What Biosphere Expeditions does: Combining citizen science, wildlife conservation and a different kind of holiday is the bread and butter of what we do.
There are also many other organisations offering these kinds
of experiences. But be aware that there are lots of charlatans
amongst them, so check out our Top Ten Tips on how to
choose an experience that’s great for you and for the planet.

16

LEARN more about the crisis our planet is in
so that you can instigate change and become
an advocate for nature

Be more ACTIVE in local nature conservation

Volunteer at your local nature park or reserve and help support organisations that look after our wild places. Many organisations will train volunteers to undertake physical work such as scrub removal or tree planting,
as well as organising surveys of different species, so go along to your
local nature organisations and see if you can take part in some invasive
plant removal or a butterfly survey, or help count frogs, birds or a myriad
of other species.
What Biosphere Expeditions does: Just that, only in more
remote and challenging places abroad.
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Just search the internet for “sixth extinction” or “climate change” or
“planetary crisis”. Much is being written about this at the moment – and
for good reason. It’s good that the world is waking up to what is happening
and you can be amongst those spreading the word, often in informal ways.
So arm yourself with facts about the current state of nature and the most
effective ways that people can help.
What Biosphere Expeditions does: We are part of this process and on our
20th anniversary have added activism, such as this campaign, to what we
do for nature. In our first 20 years we were focused on citizen science and
wildlife conservation. This is no longer enough, because the undeniable
crisis our planet is in demands more action and activism. It demands a radical rethink of how we run our lives,
societies and the way we treat our planet.

17
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★★★ CATEGORY 3 -

DARK GREEN

The sixth extinction, climate breakdown and general
crisis our planet is going through are serious, threatening
nature and our lives as we know them today. So we must
be serious too and this category demands commitment.
And indeed, we need nothing short of a revolution if we
are to come out of this intact as the human stewards of our
planet. It may seem like a long shot now, but remember
that things always seem unchangeable right up to the
moment when a revolution starts and society flips from
one state to the next. With this dark green category, you
are putting yourself on the right side of history and you will
have an answer when the next generation asks you what
you did to prevent our planet from sliding into disaster.

ASSESS your carbon footprint and act

REJECT the destructive and disastrous ideologies
of neoliberalism and continuous growth

Human demands on the earth are now well beyond unsustainable. It is
estimated that by 2030 (and this is not far away) the world will need 30
percent more water, 40 percent more energy and 50 percent more food
if it continues on its current trajectory. This is disastrous and things will
need to change, especially in our western world of high impact and consumerism. Focusing on your personal carbon footprint is a good place to
start. Use one of the many calculators (e.g. WWF, Carbon Footprint,
C2ES, Earth Day) and, most importantly, act on their recommendations
on how to reduce your footprint. Walk and cycle more, use public transport, become vegetarian or vegan, only use aeroplanes when you have
to (and when you do, make your flights count), take offset action, etc.
Be mindful of your actions and research what you personally can do to
reduce your footprint.
What Biosphere Expeditions does: We have strict procedures to minimise our carbon footprint and offset what is left with Climate Care.
We encourage our staff, expeditioners and partners to do the same.
We make them aware of the concept of carbon footprint too and take action ourselves. Our expeditions
are now all vegetarian too.

18

You might not even know what neoliberalism is, but it is the elephant in the
room. Financial meltdown, environmental disaster and even the rise of Donald Trump – neoliberalism has played its part in them all. This ideology
has failed us and the planet and has given rise to destructive corporate
power. It is the largest Ponzi scheme in Earth’s history and no longer fit
for purpose. It is connected to the irrational and irresponsible idea that we
can have endless growth on a finite planet – in fact it needs this impossible
fantasy to keep it alive. Reject it! Reject it in favour of doughnut economics,
whereby social and ecological factors are equally respected. At the moment,
one (social progress such as better health, jobs, and education) is built on the
sacrifice of the other (ecological systems). With doughnut economics the
two can thrive together. Elect politicians who support doughnut economics,
buy from firms who build the concept into their business strategies and support campaigns that promote human welfare within planetary limits. Arm
yourself with facts and be an activist in educating people about destructive
neoliberalism and its healthier alternatives.
What Biosphere Expeditions does: We reject neoliberalism in our economic
policy and act accordingly. We reject continuous growth and in the end
we want to make ourselves redundant by empowering local people and communities. We educate those around us
through campaigns like this.

19
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★★★ CATEGORY 3 -

DARK GREEN

JOIN THE REVOLUTION!

It has been argued that only rebellion will prevent ecological collapse, and we tend to agree. So get
politically active! Tell your politicians and leaders what you think and ask them to do more of the things
you care about. Join revolutionary organisations based on peaceful resistance and civil disobedience (such
as Eradicating Ecocide, Client Earth and Fridays for Future), because facts about our ecological crisis are incontrovertible and sitting on our hands is simply no longer good enough. We need 3.5% of
the population to reshape society and we have a duty to act to save our planet from sliding into
destruction, if we want to be able to look our grandchildren in the eye!
Be on the right side of this revolution and join us now!
What Biosphere Expeditions does: On our 20th anniversary, we joined the revolution
and we are taking action, because our planet needs all the help it can get. Join us now!

20
See www.biosphere-expeditions.org/20tips
for the 20 tips with links to background
information and action ideas n
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ARABIA
ARABIA - United Arab Emirates
Ways of the desert: Conserving Arabian oryx, Gordon’s wildcat,
sand fox & other species in the iconic sandy desert landscape of Arabia
This Arabian oryx and other desert species conservation project will take you to the fascinating and
iconic sandy desert landscape of the Arabian Peninsula. Working alongside scientists from the Dubai
Desert Conservation Reserve, you will be part of a small international team, monitoring Arabian oryx,
Gordon's wildcat, red and sand fox, mountain and sand gazelles, as well as other flagship species of the
desert. From a comfortable oasis field camp, you will venture out in the expedition 4WDs and on foot to
study antelope behaviour and social structures, camera- and live-trap Gordon's wildcat, red and sand
fox, and monitor them by radio and GPS telemetry. All this to ensure the survival of these important
flagship desert species in their beleaguered world.
Expedition contribution Duration

Dates

Meeting point

€ 1480

18 - 25 Jan 2020

Dubai

8 days

More info www.biosphere-expeditions.org/arabia
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ARMENIA

in coperation with

Surveying biodiversity: Leopard, lynx, bear, wolf and other species
of the Khustup mountains in the Zangezur biosphere complex
This mountain biodiversity survey will take you to the remote, spectacular and beautiful Khustup
Mountains in the Zangezur Biodiversity Complex of Armenia. There you will record leopards, lynx,
bears, wolves, ibex, birds and other indicators of biodiversity in an effort to assist local NGOs and
authorities in their work of wilderness and wildlife protection. You will be working as part of a small
international team from a tent base camp at 1,980 m (where altitude sickness is not an issue). You
will be covering ground in the expedition vehicles and on foot, looking for tracks, kills, scats and the
animals themselves, and setting camera traps. A true expedition-style base camp, off-road driving and
the breathtaking high mountains make this a challenging, but very rewarding expedition.
Expedition contribution Duration

Dates

Meeting point

€2340

13 days

10 - 22 May 2020

Yerevan

€2340

13 days

24 May - 5 Jun 2020

Yerevan

More info www.biosphere-expeditions.org/armenia
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AZORES - Portugal
Fascinating creatures of the deep: Studying whales, dolphins
and turtles around the Azores archipelago in the Atlantic Ocean
This whale, dolphin and turtle conservation expedition will take you to the remote and spectacular Azores Archipelago in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean to study whales, dolphins and loggerhead turtles. You will photograph
sperm, blue, fin, Sei, humpback and minke whales, as well as bottlenose and Risso’s dolphins you come across and
record them for local and international monitoring databases. You will also listen to whale and dolphin vocalisations. If sea conditions allow, you may also capture loggerhead turtles in the open ocean using nets and then
measure, tag and release them as part of an international tagging programme. All this in an effort to elucidate
the animals’ life histories and migration patterns across the oceans and assist with the formulation of effective
conservation and management strategies. You will spend the day on a modern catamaran research vessel out at
sea and your evenings and nights at an historic and comfortable guesthouse in the town of Horta on Faial Island.
Expedition contribution Duration

Dates

Meeting point

€1790

10 days

1 - 10 Apr 2020

Horta, Faial Island

€1790

10 days

12 - 21 Apr 2020

Horta, Faial Island

More info www.biosphere-expeditions.org/azores
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COSTA RICA
COSTA RICA
Gentle giants: Protecting leatherback sea turtles through
direct conservation action on the Caribbean coast of Costa Rica
This wildlife volunteering project will take you to the Caribbean coast of Costa Rica, the Central American
country best known for its beaches, volcanoes, biodiversity and inspired environmental policies. Working
on a remote black sands beach, you will be involved in direct conservation actions to support the critically
endangered leatherback sea turtle, the world's largest living turtle. Venturing out from a research station
by the beach, you will conduct beach patrols, guard and collect eggs, count and measure hatchlings and
adult turtles, and assist with other direct conservation and research activities. All this to help create strategies to ensure the species' survival into the future.
Expedition contribution Duration

Dates

Meeting point

€1790

4 - 11 May 2020

San José

8 days

More info www.biosphere-expeditions.org/costarica
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GERMANY
Love / hate relationships: Monitoring the return of the wolf
to the German state of Lower Saxony
This wolf volunteering expedition will take you to the beautiful lowlands of Lower Saxony, a federal
state in northern Germany, to help monitor and protect the returning wolf population. Working in small
teams mainly around the famously picturesque Lüneburger Heide (Lüneburg Heath), you will record
signs of wolf presence such as tracks and kills, as well as survey prey species such as deer and wild boar.
You will also camera-trap the animals and collect samples to study wolf diet and for genetic analysis.
The expedition base is a historic and remote manor house hotel with all modern amenities, right on the
edge of the Lüneburg Heath.
Expedition contribution Duration

Dates

Meeting point

€1890

7 days

18 - 24 Jul 2020

Bremen

€1890

7 days

25 - 31 Jul 2020

Bremen

More info www.biosphere-expeditions.org/germany
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KENYA
Beyond the big five: Defending the Kenyan Maasai Mara from biodiversity loss
This African wildlife conservation project will take you to the world-famous Maasai Mara, one of the
natural wonders of the world, where you will monitor and defend its biodiversity. Species to be monitored
include leopard, lion, cheetah, elephant, buffalo, wild dog and a host of ungulates such as giraffe, zebra,
eland, impala, wildebeest, as well as other flagship African species. You will be working as part of an
international team, based at a very comfortable field station with all modern amenities. You will be covering ground in off-road vehicles and on foot, and conducting wildlife monitoring activities such as camera
trapping, target species searches, transect and species identification work, as well as data entry. All this
in an effort to ascertain population diversity and abundance, and to work with local people on defending
this iconic African landscape from encroachment, poaching and destruction.
Expedition contribution Duration

Dates

Meeting point

€ 2880

13 days

2 - 14 Feb 2020

Nairobi

€ 2880

13 days

16 - 28 Feb 2020

Nairobi

More info www.biosphere-expeditions.org/kenya
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MALAWI
From elephants to cats to butterflies: Monitoring biodiversity
of Vwaza Marsh Wildlife Reserve, Malawi, Africa
This African wildlife conservation project will take you to the little known, but species-rich and quintessentially African Vwaza Marsh Wildlife Reserve in Malawi to monitor four out of the Big Five (elephant,
buffalo, leopard and lion), as well as hippo, primates, bats, antelopes, insects and vegetation. You will be
working as part of an international team, based at a rustic but comfortable field camp. You will be covering
ground in off-road vehicles and on foot, and conducting research activities such as live and camera trapping, target species searches, transect and species identification work, as well as data entry. All this in an
effort to help local scientists assess the nature and patterns of biodiversity in Vwaza Marsh Wildlife Reserve
and to inform biodiversity monitoring and management in order to protect this relatively untouched part
of Africa for future generations.
Expedition contribution Duration

Dates

Meeting point

€2480

13 days

20 Sep - 2 Oct 2020

Lilongwe

€2480

13 days

4 - 16 Oct 2020

Lilongwe

More info www.biosphere-expeditions.org/malawi
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MALDIVES
Little and large: Surveying and safeguarding coral reefs
& whale sharks of the Maldives archipelago
This SCUBA diving expedition will take you to the beautiful 26 coral atolls that make up the Republic of
Maldives. Based on a very luxurious and modern liveaboard yacht, you will help marine biologists study
and protect the Maldives' coral reefs and resident whale shark population. All this because the Maldives
government identified a need for further research and monitoring work as far back as 1997. Biosphere
Expeditions is addressing this need with your help and will train you as a Reef Check EcoDiver. With this
qualification you will then gather important reef and whale shark data and you will also be eligible to
apply for PADI or NAUI Reef Check Speciality Course certification after the expedition.
Expedition contribution Duration

Dates

Meeting point

€2480

15 - 21 Aug 2020

Malé

7 days

More info www.biosphere-expeditions.org/maldives

MALDIVES
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SOUTH AFRICA
SOUTH AFRICA
Carnivores of the Cape Floral Kingdom: Surveying Cape leopards
and biodiversity in the fynbos mountains of South Africa
This expedition will take you to South Africa’s beautiful Cape Floral Kingdom (fynbos), a UNESCO World
Heritage Site and the world’s only biome contained within one country, to conduct a survey of leopard
and fynbos biodiversity and to experience African fauna (such as buffalo, giraffe, eland, kudu, zebra,
etc.). Based in a remote mountainous part of the Western Cape on a comfortable former farmstead with
all modern amenities, you will first learn some bush skills and then conduct surveys on foot, mountain
bike or car. You will also set camera traps, conduct game counts and you may assist with cat capturing
and collaring, and other studies that may be ongoing at the research site at the time, such as bird,
tortoise or flower monitoring. All this in an effort to mitigate human-wildlife conflict and create a
sustainable future for all.
Expedition contribution Duration

Dates

Meeting point

€2260

6 - 18 Dec 2020

George

13 days

More info www.biosphere-expeditions.org/southafrica
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SWEDEN
Beautiful Brown bears: Studying bears in the quintessentially Scandinavian
woodlands of Dalarna Province
This Swedish bear citizen science expedition will take you to the picturesque and quintessentially
Scandinavian countryside of Dalarna province in Sweden to help study and protect the local brown
bear population. Working in small teams, in flat or gently rolling hill terrain of heath, forests and
wetlands, you will find and document bear winter dens and summer day beds when the bears are
away (you will be able to tell this from their GPS position or collar signals). Detailed knowledge about
dens and denning behaviour is important, because it helps to avoid human-bear conflict and provides
important population, reproductive and other ecological information that is critical for successful
bear conservation.
Expedition contribution Duration

Dates

Meeting point

€1890

15 - 22 Jun 2020

Mora

8 days

More info www.biosphere-expeditions.org/sweden
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THAILAND
Elephant encounters: Studying Asian elephants
in the hills of northern Thailand to increase their welfare and conservation
This expedition will take you to the tropical highlands and Himalayan foothills in the shadow of Thailand’s
tallest peak (Doi Inthanon at 2,565 m). There you will conduct close-encounter behavioural and other
studies on Asian elephants to make an important contribution to elephant conservation in Thailand.
Our study elephant herd lives in the forested area surrounding a remote hill tribe village, where the
expedition is based in the community. The expedition will also work on general biodiversity monitoring, as well as education, capacity-building and incentive creation for local people, which are all
vital if elephants are to have a future in Thailand living side-by-side with humans.
Expedition contribution Duration

Dates

Meeting point

€1980

2 - 10 Nov 2020

Chiang Mai

9 days

More info www.biosphere-expeditions.org/thailand

THAILAND
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TIEN SHAN - Kyrgyzstan

in coperation with

Mountain ghosts: Protecting snow leopards and other animals
of the Tien Shan mountains of Kyrgyzstan
This snow leopard conservation project will take you to the remote, spectacular and beautiful Tien
Shan mountains of Kyrgyzstan to survey snow leopards, as well as their prey animals such as the argali
mountain sheep, the Central Asian ibex, marmots and others. You will be working as part of a small
international team from a mobile tented base camp set at various locations and altitudes of around
2000 m (where altitude sickness is not an issue). You will be covering ground in the expedition vehicles
and on foot, looking for tracks, kills, scats and the animals themselves, and setting camera traps. True
expedition-style base camp conditions, testing but satisfying mountain surveying, off-road driving and
the breathtaking high mountains make this a challenging, but very rewarding expedition.
Expedition contribution Duration

Dates

Meeting point

€2470

13 days

22 Jun - 4 Jul 2020

Bishkek

€2470

13 days

6 - 18 Jul 2020

Bishkek

© Liss Myrås

More info www.biosphere-expeditions.org/tienshan
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BE (RADICALLY) GREEN
www.biosphere-expeditions.org/20tips

CAMPAIGNS

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
DO MORE
FOR THE PLANET!
www.biosphere-expeditions.org/domore

BEAT THE VOLUNTEER
CHARLATANS
www.biosphere-expeditions.org/10tips

EVENTS
www.biosphere-expeditions.org/events
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DO MORE
Whether you are back from an expedition
and want to do more, or interested in lending a hand,
there is more you can do for the planet, for yourself
and for Biosphere Expeditions. Here’s how.

The full text with explanations, background, references and
links is also on www.biosphere-expeditions.org/domore
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BE (radically) GREEN

Work with your local media

The undeniable crisis our planet is in demands
more action and activism. It demands a radical
rethink of how we run our lives, societies and
the way we treat our planet.

Local newspapers and radio stations are always looking
for new stories, and they are very likely to want to hear
about your experiences. Biosphere Expeditions has an extensive storage of high resolution photos and broadcast
quality HD films, so please contact us if you need pictures
or film clips to illustrate your story or if you would like help
with your press release or media work.
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Our 20 tips on how to be (radically) green go from the
light green of what we should all do as a bare minimum,
to the dark green rejection of neoliberalism and the fallacy of endless growth, to joining the revolution that is
gathering pace as we speak. Turn to page 22 or to www.
biosphere-expeditions.org/20tips to see our tips in detail.
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SPREAD THE WORD
www.biosphere-expeditions.org/
domore#words

Blogs
Are you a blogger? If so, why not create a blog about
Biosphere Expeditions and/or your expedition experience and link it through to us. This will also help to get
the word out there. If you do create a blog, make sure
you let us know about it, so we can link back to you.
Picture & video sharing sites

Help us to help wildlife and people across the
world by spreading the word. Word of mouth is
by far the best way to get people excited. Talk
to your family, friends, and colleagues about your experience and encourage them to join in too.

Videos and pictures work really well in getting people's
attention. If you are putting your expedition pictures or
videos on a sharing site such as Instagram or YouTube,
then please also make sure you link through to us or tag
your pictures to Biosphere Expeditions as this will also
help to spread the word.

Social media

Video diaries

Share your experience, comments, pictures, videos on
your social media and ours. This really does help to
spread the word about us and our conservation work.

We would like to build up a library of expedition team
members personal video diaries. There are no limits to
your creativity other than we ask that your final cut is no
longer than 6 minutes.

Testimonials
Independent reviews are very important for us, not just
for those thinking about joining an expedition, but also
for our staff, scientists and partners who draw great motivation and encouragement from them. So we would
be very grateful if you could write a review on our Facebook review page and/or on GreatNonProfits.
Hold events & talks
Host an event for us in your neck of the woods, or give a
presentation. Examples include holding a drinks reception in a local pub, a dinner party at your home, a talk/
presentation at your local wildlife or conservation society,
a get-together at your professional organisation or club, or
anything else you can think of. We can send you support
materials such as presentations, as well as postcards and
brochures that you can hand out at your event. In addition, a staff member of Biosphere Expeditions may be able
to attend with enough prior notice.

CONTRIBUTE YOUR TIME & SKILLS
www.biosphere-expeditions.org/
domore#skills
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We always need people with skills who can
help us out. Examples are skills in the outdoors, accounting, graphic design, IT, social
media, research, etc.
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Do More

JOIN THE FRIENDS
OF BIOSPHERE EXPEDITIONS
www.biosphere-expeditions.org/friends
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The Friends of Biosphere Expeditions are
people who feel passionate about providing
continuous support to our critical wildlife conservation and research projects across the globe. By
joining the Friends you can play a vital part in making
a real difference to the survival of our planet’s endangered species.

Friends activities & successes 2019
Support from the Friends in 2019 has gone to three wolf
ambassadors in Germany, seven local placements*, a
laptop for our expedition scientist in Thailand and support for our Azores scientist to visit an international cetacean conference.

If you can't take part in a full-blown expedition yet, or
if you have already been with us and would like to stay
involved, or if you would simply like to be part of what
we are doing, then become a Friend of Biosphere Expeditions today!
Help us to support critical wildlife conservation and
research projects across the globe from a monthly
membership fee starting at €10 | £10 | US$12 | AU$15.
Depending on your country of residence, your membership fee may be tax-deductible (for example membership fees to our US 501(c)(3) charity, or our German
e.V. charity, where we can issue tax-deductible receipts.

Kenny Kenner, a German wolf ambassador

To join the Friends, just send us an e-mail. We will then
sort out the rest together.
Membership benefits
Friends membership benefits include expedition and
events discounts,the Biosphere Expeditions Magazine,
first notification and preference for last-minute expedition places, news and updates on how your membership fee is making a difference to our conservation work
in the field and much more.

Leonard Kinanta, a local placement in Kenya

Where does my membership fee go?
Wondering where your money will go? We guarantee
that 100% will go into supporting conservation. We
can do this because we are a small, flexible organisation with no steel and glass headquarters to maintain
or bureaucratic dinosaurs to feed. Whenever we make
a significant expenditure on one of our conservation
projects from the Friends’ funds, we will let you know
in a clear and transparent way. For example, we may
spend some of the fund to enable scientists from different projects to present the findings of their Biospheresupported projects at international conservation conferences, or we may spend some of the fund on printing
education materials for local people, or on training up a
local conservationist under the guidance of our project
scientists, or creating placements on our expeditions
for local students and people.

Lisa Steiner at the international marine mammal
conference in Barcelona

*The Biosphere Expeditions placement programme (see
www.biosphere-expeditions.org/placements) offers free
expedition places to nationals or residents of the expedition host country in order to build capacity and careers,
train the next generation of conservationists and empower communities and community-based conservation efforts.
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DONATE

RAISE FUNDS

www.biosphere-expeditions.org/
domore#donate

www.biosphere-expeditions.org/
match-giving#fundraising
Involve your company

Our work on the ground of course continues
after you have left. And this work can always
do with more support, so you can make a taxefficient* and project-specific donation via our crowdfunding website or straight into the accounts of our US
501(c)(3) charity, our German e.V. charity, or our UK or
Australian non-profits.
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*Depending on your country of residence, your membership fee or donation may be tax-deductible (for example membership fees or donations to our US 501(c)
(3) charity, or our German e.V. charity, where we can
issue tax-deductible receipts or German "Spendenbescheinigungen"). We also have a page on employer
match-giving and personal taxation, which you may
want to check.

Many employers, particularly in the USA and Canada,
but also elsewhere, will match fund charitable contributions made by their employees, retirees and employees’
spouses. In Biosphere Expeditions' case this means that
your employer may match fund your expedition contribution payments and other donations you make to
Biosphere Expeditions. Some employers also provide
matching funds to support employee volunteer hours.

In-kind donations

Some companies also have grants for non-profit organisations such as Biosphere Expeditions, so why not talk
to relevant people in your company? You may have a
Corporate Responsibility Manager, or an Environmental
Manager or a Communications or Sustainability Manager who may be able to help you.

You may have laptops, GPSs, video cameras, binoculars
or other items to give away, which we or our partners
can. If so, please let us know and we will either use them
ourselves on our wildlife conservation projects or pass
them on to our local partners.

Does your company publish a company magazine? If so, the editor would probably be very
interested to hear from you as they are always
keen to cover interesting features relating to their
members of staff.

Direct fundraising
Support critical wildlife conservation and vital research
by raising funds for Biosphere Expeditions. There are
many ways to do this. Why not organise an event, or
take part in a sporting endeavour? It’s fun, a great way
to meet people and to do something different to challenge yourself. By raising funds you can make a longlasting contribution to our wildlife conservation work
worldwide.
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JOIN AN ETHICAL
CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECT

USE OUR AFFILIATES NETWORK

Locally

8

www.biosphere-expeditions.org/affiliates
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Volunteer at your local nature park or reserve
and help support organisations that look after
our wild places. Many organisations will train
volunteers to undertake physical work such as scrub
removal or tree planting, as well as organising surveys
of different species, so go along to your local nature organisations and see if you can take part in some invasive plant removal or a butterfly survey, or help count
frogs, birds or a myriad of other species.



You can also support Biosphere Expeditions
through the affiliates network. Whatever the
affiliate and our arrangement with them, commissions and perks gained from you using their services will always be ploughed back into our research and
conservation work and to benefit our local partners
wherever possible. n

Abroad
Combining conservation with your holiday is a growing trend. Combining some time away from work or
domestic chores with a great outdoors experience is
good for our mental health as well as the environment.
NGOs such as Blue Ventures, Operation Wallacea and
Biosphere Expeditions organise trips to many places
around the world in support of scientists working in
remote and challenging places so that you can work
alongside them and help them out in the field. Remember not to fly, if at all possible, or, if you have to, make
your flight really count!

And whatever you do, make sure you
do not join a charlatan project! Read
our Top Ten Tips on how to avoid
those.

TOP TEN TIPS
Choosing a wildlife volunteering experience
This is what you should look out for
1. Reputation, reputation, reputation: has the organisation
won awards or accolades, who are they associated with, what
is their philosophy, do they write & publish their results and
what’s their safety record.
2. Qualified staff: work should be led by qualified & proven
experts, group leaders should be well qualified and all staff
should be well briefed on risks and safety issues.

– does the community benefit, have they given consent for work
to be carried out, how have they been involved. Is there training
for locals, scholarships, capacity-building, education, etc.
7. Your fellow participants: understand the profile of the
people that will share your trip by checking the organisation’s
website and social media sites.

3. Where does your money go: good organisations will always
publish clear information that shows how your money is spent.

8. In the field: check that the organisation is clear & transparent
about what will be happening day to day, the accommodation,
food and other logistics, and also what is expected of you.

4. Proper follow-through: a good organisation will, through
updates and reports, keep you informed about how the project
progresses even after you’ve left.

9. Captive animals: if the experience involves captive animals,
be very clear on the purpose of the captive facility, where the animals come from and whether it is part of a reputable programme.

5. What will you get out of it: be clear about what you want
to get out of the experience - training, self-development, an
adventure - then check whether the organisation is clear in
communicating what’s on offer for you.

10. Handling animals: steer clear of organisations that encourage handling of captive wild animals for anything other
than essential veterinary or neo-natal surrogate care. If
wild animals are handled,
it should only be for essential research & conservation
work and following strict
animal welfare guidelines.

ADVANCING
WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION

6. Community involvement and benefit: understand a project’s
– for nature, not profit
relationship to the local community and make sure that the organisation is properly embedded with local efforts and people

More details at www.biosphere-expeditions.org/toptentips
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Media clippings 2019
B osphe e Exped ons s n he med a a o Be ow s a se ec on
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Costa RiCa
The engine of the boat hums to the chorus of cicadas and birds chime
in for their solo, while white-faced geladas occasionally grunt their tenor
parts like schoolboys whose parents have forced them onto the stage.
When we arrive at the station, we’re welcomed by the thunderous
sound of the Caribbean Sea, and the delicate growl of Shakira, a
deaf Rottweiler whose bark is as tough as her bite, but her nature
as placid as a wise old owl.
“She is a guard dog,” our expedition leader Ida Vincent warns.
“She tends to go about her business, but we advise you avoid patting
her because she does have a tendency to snap.” She points to Fabián
Carrasco, LAST’s resident biologist, who reveals a nasty scar across
his thumb and hand.
Teaming up with the volunteers from La Tortuga Feliz, a neighbouring
program, we will walk a seven-kilometre stretch of beach each night in
four-hour shifts between 7pm and 5am in search of leatherback, green
and hawksbill turtles. We have one main goal – to find the turtles and
collect the nests before poachers do.
Sea turtle eggs are hunted and sold on the black market, and for some
species, like the green and hawksbill, they’re also traded for meat and
shells. It’s long been a belief that the eggs are an aphrodisiac, which
Fabián explains comes from an old sea tale.
“Fishermen were spending weeks or months out at sea.
When sea turtles mate, they join tails and the male drops
his sperm into the female. The process can take 30 to
40 minutes, but because the males want to stop others
from mating with her, he hugs her for hours, or sometimes
even days. The fishermen would see this and think they
were mating the whole time.” I blush. The story is comical,
but one that sadly results in a diminishing population,
with almost all species appearing on the endangered list.
Climate change, habitat damage, pollution, sand erosion,
light pollution and fishing also play a part.
It takes us a while to adjust to our new surroundings.
Our accommodation at the LAST station is rustic,
dormitory-style bunk beds, some with a private bathroom,
and others sharing the doorless washrooms, all fed
by solar power. While the rest of our group search for
phone service hotspots, I decide to make the most of this opportunity to
completely detach from the outside world. It may be basic, but it doesn’t
forgo comfort – there’s no need for hair dryers out here, and after a few
hours in the sticky humidity, I welcome the pipe-style cold showers.
Our first day, like most days, is spent lounging in hammocks,
attending lectures on sea turtles and getting to know our fellow
volunteers. Sunlight hours are quiet and relaxing in preparation for
our night shifts, but there’s still plenty to do and between chapters
of books and dips in the sea, we help with beach clean ups, hatchery
duty, fixing and cleaning equipment, and learning Spanish.
Fabián, a Mexican-born biologist who has worked with LAST for the
past three years, runs the show and along with our leader, Ida, they
make us feel welcomed and at home.
“In the beginning, I dreamed of working with big cats,” Fabián tells
me, but an introduction to the world of turtles had him hooked. “It was
something I wanted because I liked working on the beach, seeing the
turtles and really enjoyed my time in the lab studying microbiology.
“Turtles are animals that cannot fend for themselves so when they
come to the beach, they’re very vulnerable … They don’t do any damage
when they come here, and we, humans, are their biggest predators.
I’m not here to be a hero, but I do want to protect them.”
Ida, who is also a marine biologist, agrees. “We could be really
lucky on this trip,” she tells our group. “There’s a nest of turtles
almost ready to hatch so we might get some babies.” Her smile and
enthusiasm is infectious and despite our apprehension of what’s

ahead of us on our walk tonight, we can’t help but embrace
the energy.
After an early dinner of beans and vegetables (our meals are plantbased and organic, and alcohol is forbidden on the station) we are
broken up into groups and head to bed to rest before our first shift.
My guide for the night is Hernan, a local who tells me he’s been looking
for turtles for almost 10 years. Many of the guides are ex-poachers, now
employed by LAST to lead teams during the season, which runs from May
to November. For the most part of the four-hour walk, our group stays
silent, chatting only between breathless puffs and during short breaks.
By the time we’re on our way back, my feet are covered in blisters, my
body aches and I’m excreting so much sweat I can no longer tell if it’s
been raining. A broken-English and broken-Spanish conversation with
Hernan distracts me from the exhaustion, and while there are no turtles
to be sighted tonight, it already starts to dawn on me that this trip is
The hatchery is crafted over a number
of weeks by volunteers who sterilise
offering up more than just an opportunity to bond with my favourite
the sand and build the fence.
oceanic reptiles. I was about to learn as much from the people as
I was from the turtles.
Alongside the conservation work, LAST also invests in educating the
locals, employs poachers and runs activities for the children who live
nearby. “We want them to see us as a part of the community, rather
than enemies,” Fabián explains as we scoff down
our breakfast empanadas.
It’s only our second day here at the station, and our
overnight introduction to saving the turtles is a reality
check, but the hope of hatchlings keeps our spirits high.
The hatchery sits a few hundred metres away
from the station and is a small, fenced-in section of
sterilised beach that’s guarded 24/7 to protect the
re-nested eggs against predators – poachers, dogs,
cats and crabs among them. Hatchery duty falls under
our job description on this trip, but first, we need to
learn how to recreate a nest.
Turtle nests, we learn, are circular holes with a lip
pocket for air. As I dig my arms deep into the sand, my
inner school student is desperate for praise. It turns out
digging a near-perfect circle is harder than expected and
with each “it’s too wide”, “it’s not straight enough” and “dig a little deeper”
my overachiever persona is kicked to the curb.
Hatchlings needs to overcome a number of
I spend the afternoon soaking my feet in a makeshift saltwater
obstacles in their early years, including humans.
Only 1 in 1000 reach sexual maturity.
footbath until the sun starts to lower its position in the sky. “It’s
babies time,” Ida says, as we all walk over to the hidden nest
Fabián buried earlier in the season.
The path there is as fascinating as the exhumation we’re about to
witness. Geladas make frightening grunting noises from their thrones
high in the trees, while leafcutter ants carry small squares of green on
their back in a hi-ho fashion. Toucans squawk, desperate to steal the
spotlight with their kaleidoscope beaks, and dogs follow us, baffled
that on this rare occasion, no one is interested in playing.
A few kilometres up the beach, in an area covered in vines and
overgrowth, we gather around Fabián who lies belly down. We’re given
instructions for the hatchling release – never walk in front of a turtle,
don’t interfere with their path to the sea, and above all else, watch
where you step. As he scoops sand out of the nest by the handful, the
occasional wriggling flipper is caught and gently placed in a polystyrene
foam box to protect it from the sun. It’s important the hatchlings are
released in the shade to avoid the hot sand frying their delicate bodies.
A leatherback nest houses an average of 80 eggs, and theThe moon’s silver light outlines the curves of
exhumation takes a little over an hour, revealing a number ofthe body lying before me and I barely notice
the died
bugs attacking my legs or the grains of
unsuccessful ones plagued by fungus, bacteria, or foetuses that
The LAST station is located right on
sand flying
creep beach, which we walk each
before hatching. As if the 1 in 1000 survival odds for hatchlings
to through the air. GoosebumpsPacuare
across
my skin as jolts of electric euphoria
night in search of turtles.
reach sexual maturity isn’t enough, only seven are released from
this
cause my mind to blank. It’s a moment so
magical
that despite my weary, sweaty body,
get in the know The banana trees that populate Limón province were originally planted to feed the railway
labourers.
I almost hope it never ends.
When I arrived at Pacuare seven days ago,
this was not the tale I thought I’d be weaving,
but we have little say in the hand of fate.
I’m travelling with Biosphere Expeditions to
a small beach-fronted research station in the
province of Limon where I’ll be working with a
team of scientists, research assistants and
volunteers from conservation organisation,
Latin American Sea Turtles (LAST).
A few hours drive from the country’s
capital, San Jose, brings us to the canals of
Tortuguero where we travel an hour by dinghy
through the winding waterways. With every
corner of the bend, the lush, green rainforest
unfolds, and we play ‘I spy’ in the hope the
tropical trees will uncover spider, howler and
capuchin monkeys, geladas, caiman, green
macaws, sloths and jaguars.

Costa RiCa
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A world
in pause
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In a remote part of Costa Rica, Anna Kantilaftas
realigns her definition of love and home.

Thanks to the work of LAST and
Biosphere Expeditions, the number
of turtle nests captured by poachers
has been reduced by half.
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Fabian performs an exhumation
on a hidden nest.
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Get Lost Magazine
Five page feature about Costa Rica sea turtle expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/cr-getlost19

Monkeys, geladas, caiman, macaws, sloths
and jaguars are just a few of the wildlife
species you'll find in this part of Costa Rica.

alling in love was
the last thing I had
expected to happen
on an expedition to
the remote parts
of Costa Rica’s Caribbean
Coast. It’s the middle of my
final night on Pacuare beach
and darkness blankets the
otherwise vibrant landscape
I’ve come to know so well,
interrupted only by the stars
casting a fading spotlight
over the waves violently
crashing against the
sandy shore. I’m out here
wearing just Crocs and my
underwear, thankful for the
lack of light pollution in this
remote haven.

“Turtles are
animals that
cannot fend for
themselves so
when they come
to the beach,
they’re very
vulnerable...”
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REISEN

Als Amateurforscher zu

den Schneeleoparden
Es gibt Leute, die gehen mit
Biosphere Expeditions und
dem Nabu in Kirgisistans
TienShanGebirge auf
Expedition, auf Spurensuche
zu den Schneeleoparden.
Das Ergebnis ist mehr als ein
kleiner Beitrag zum Natur
und Artenschutz.

Stuttgarter Zeitung
One page feature about Tien Shan snow leopard expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/ts-stuttgarterzeitung19

VON
BERNADETTE OLDERDISSEN

Frühmorgens brechen vier Gelände
wagen vollbepackt von Bischkek, Kirgi
sistans Hauptstadt, auf. An Bord Proviant
für zwei Wochen für 13 Expeditions
teilnehmer, den 35jährigen Expeditions
leiter Amadeus DeKastle, den 67jährigen
ukrainischen Wissenschaftler Volodya
Tytar, zwei kirgisische Gehilfen sowie
Köchin Gulya. Hinter der Kleinstadt
Kochkor führen Staubpisten in Richtung
des West Karakol River Valley, Suusamyr,
durch grüne Täler mit schneebedeckten
Bergspitzen im Hintergrund. Suusamyr
wird Heimat des ExpeditionBasislagers
an einem Gebirgsfluss auf knapp
3000 Meter Höhe. Neben einem Zelt
für jeden und Toilettenzelten mit Boden
löchern entstehen drei Jurten: eine
Küchen, eine Gemeinschafts und eine
Ofenjurte zum Trocknen nasser Klei
dung.

Schmetterlinge messen
Klimaveränderungen

Mit selbstaufblasbarer Untermatratze,
Winterschlafsack und dem Schlaflied des
Flusses ist das Naturbett bei Temperatu
ren um den Gefrierpunkt vollkommen.
Frühmorgens wecken Tageslicht und
Pfannkuchenduft aus dem Küchenzelt.
Am ersten Tag steht Training auf dem
Programm: Wenn auf 105 000 Quadrat
kilometer möglichem Lebensraum 4000
bis 7000 Schneeleoparden leben, etwa
350 davon in Kirgisistan, sucht man nach
einem geröllfarbigen Pelz im Geröll. Wes
wegen es auf Expedition nicht Ziel ist,
einen Schneeleoparden zu sichten. Ziel
ist, Spuren von Beutetieren zu finden –
Abdrücke und Kot beliebter Schneeleo
pardensnacks wie Steinböcke, Riesen
wildschafe, Schneehühner und Murmel
tiere – um zu prüfen, ob die Zone ein
geeigneter Lebensraum wäre.
„Schneeleoparden leben auf 3000 bis
5000 Meter Höhe“, weiß Volodya Tytar,
der die Schneeleopardenforschung in
Tien Shan seit 2014 leitet. Sie liebten un
ebenes, durchbrochenes Terrain, Klippen
und Bergrücken. Die Forscher hoffen,
dass die Region dank der Schneeleopar
den zum Biosphärenreservat ernannt
wird. Doch wieso werden dazu Bürger
wissenschaftler gebraucht? „Das Geld der
Teilnehmer fließt zu 70 Prozent in das
Projekt, in Personal, Ausrüstung und
Transportmittel.“ Staatliche Unterstüt
zung gäbe es seit Ende der UdSSR nicht
mehr. „Der Schneeleopard ist Symbol
Kirgisistans, ein Naturschutzgebiet wür
de auch mehr Besucher bedeuten. Dann
könnte man Hirten als Ranger ausbilden.
Jeden Morgen um sieben gibt es Früh
stück, um acht geht es los. Auf den Wan
derungen dreht sich nicht alles um die
großen Tiere, sondern auch um Schmet
terlinge, die Aufschluss über Klimaver
änderungen geben. Oder Petroglyphen,
Felszeichnungen, die zwischen 600 und
1000 Jahre alt und ebenfalls wichtig für
einen möglichen Schutzstatus der Re

Ein schöner, aber scheuer und selten gewordener Zeitgenosse: der Schneeleopard Foto: Andy Fabian

gion sind. Eine von zwei Gruppen strebt
das IssykAtaTal an, um auf 3800 Metern
Fotofallen aufzustellen. Mit GPSGeräten,
Datenblättern, Ferngläsern und Funkge
räten bewaffnet, geht es zu Fuß durch ein
langes Tal voller Murmeltiere und Wie
sel. Der alte Viehpfad wird immer steiler,
bis an einem von Schneemassen umge
benen See der Moment gekommen ist,
das Lunch aus Crackern, Käse, hart ge
kochtem Ei und Nüssen auszupacken.
Plötzlich hagelt es in die Tupperdosen,
ein Gewitter zieht auf, aber zum Glück
ebenso schnell wieder ab. Perfekt, um die
Fotofallen in der Moräne zu platzieren.

Endlich zeigt sich der
erste „Geist der Berge“

Einem langen Wandertag folgt meist
die Dusche – ein über den Kopf gekippter
Eimer mit eisigem Flusswasser oder, für
Warmduscher, mit Fluss und aufgekoch
tem Wasser. So viel Komfort wie möglich
jenseits der Komfortzone. Um 18 Uhr fin
det das Debriefing statt, eine Gruppenbe
sprechung über die Tagesergebnisse, die
auf Karten festgehalten werden. Danach
gibt es bei klarem Wetter einen Grund,
sich auf die Nacht zu freuen: auf einen
Schweif aus Milliarden von Sternen, die
Milchstraße.
Genauso erfüllend wie der Himmels
blick sind die SchneehuhnFedern im
ChonChikanTal. Die GPSDaten führen

Kirgisistan

KASACHSTAN

Anreise
Flug ab Stuttgart mit Turkish Airlines
über Istanbul, www.turkishairlines.com/
de-de/
Flug ab Stuttgart mit Aeroflot über Moskau, www.aeroflot.ru/de-de

Bischkek

Kochkor

Allgemeine Informationen
Biosphere Expeditions, www.biosphereexpeditions.org/deutsch, ist eine gemeinnützige Naturschutzorganisation,
die es Laien seit 1999 ermöglicht, sich
als sogenannte Bürgerwissenschaftler

zur ersten einzusammelnden Fotofalle.
Die Spannung wächst. Zunächst zeigen
die Aufnahmen einen Hirten, dann drei
Schneehühner und einen Steinbock. Auf
einmal starrt ein glühendes Augenpaar
aus einem katzenartigen Kopf vom Bild
schirm. Ein Schneeleopard? Erst am
Abend herrscht Klarheit: Ja! Dies ist
der erste „Geist der Berge“, der sich seit

Fotofallenaufnahme vom Schneeleopard. Volodya Tytar und sein Kollege prüfen die Fotofalle. Fotos: Biosphere Expeditions, Olderdissen

Karakol

KIRGISISTAN

Taschkent

CHINA

Unterkunft
Vor und nach der Expedition empfiehlt
sich mindestens eine Übernachtung in
Bischkek, z. B.: Topmodernes BusinessHotel mit Zimmerservice: Futuro Hotel,
DZ/F ab 50 Euro oder Ü/F ab 42 Euro
pro Person, www.futuro.kg/en
Modernes Business-Hotel mit
Restaurant: Art Hotel Bishkek, DZ/F ab
58 Euro oder Ü/F ab 48 Euro pro Person,
www.arthotel.kg/en

maps4news.com/©HERE

250 km

aktiv in den Natur- und Artenschutz einzubringen. Die Organisation bietet Expeditionen innerhalb Deutschlands und
in verschiedene Länder an, bei denen
schutzbedürftige Tiere im Mittelpunkt
stehen. Dabei sein kann jeder unabhängig vom Alter, der durchschnittlich fit ist.
Für die Kirgisistan-Expedition zu den
Schneeleoparden, die vom Nabu
(www.nabu.de) unterstützt wird, stehen
für 2019 folgende Termine an: vom 24. 6.
bis 6. 7. 2019 und vom 8. bis 20. 7. 2019.
Preis: 2270 Euro plus Anreise (www.biosphere-expeditions.org/volunteeringinkyrgyzstan)

Beginn des Projekts 2014 zeigt. Eine Rie
senfreude für die Teilnehmer, ein Riesen
erfolg fürs Projekt.
Am letzten Abend lodert ein Lagerfeu
er aus brennbarem Müll. Die fast 80jäh
rige Australierin Janis Moore, die mit
Krücke und künstlicher Hüfte die Berge
bezwungen hat, schaut zu, wie die Milch
straße zur Höchstform aufläuft. „Ich ha
be mich jeden Abend im kalten Zelt ge
fragt, warum ich mir das antue. Jetzt
weiß ich es.“ In einer Geste umfasst sie
die Milchstraße, die Jurten, die Weite.
„Ich habe so ein Glück, dies zu erleben.“
Ja, es hat sich gelohnt. Nicht für jeman
den, der ein paar Wildtiere auf der
„ToseeListe“ abhaken will. Nicht für
einen, der Natur nur beim Glamping aus
hält. Aber für jeden, der etwas für Natur
und Tiere tun möchte.
Der begreift, dass es unwichtig ist, je
den Gipfel zu erklimmen. Denn das Le
ben spielt vor allem unterhalb der höchs
ten Höhen, dort, wo das Tal weit ist und
dort, wo es steinig wird. Und es wäre
schade, dort nur achtlos durchzueilen.
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to them as a live zebra would be to us. It reminded
him for his tribe he replied: “There are only two
me not to take the animals I encountered for
tribes in Kenya: rich and poor. I drive a taxi . . . ”
granted – to try and recapture my childhood
Driving on, we reached the first suburbs on
wonder at their strangeness.
the right while on the left a fence marked the
45
I moved on to central Kenya, to the Elewana
perimeter of Nairobi National Park: just a few
properties of Safari Camp and Kifaru House
lanes of blacktop dividing savanna and city limits.
in Lewa Conservancy. The landscape here felt
Never mind that evidence
the savanna
THEsuggests
POSTCARD
SHOT is
ancient,
a thin
skin of sallow grassland barely
not a landscape of antiquity.
Moreshould
likelylook,
it is without
the
How reefs
the menace
of the
crown
of thorns
starfish,
shownconcealing
top left andknuckles
right.
of age-ravaged rock. Driving
result of millennia of man
using
it to graze
cattle
in, darts of brilliant colour preceded us: native
and harvest firewood. Still, the sun-bleached land
starlings, glossy-coated in shimmering blues, and
dotted with layered acacia trees looked the part.
lilac rollers that we startled from tree to tree.
My first few days I spent around Lake
Kifaru sits on a knoll with sweeping views
Naivasha to the southwest, waking to the noisy
and was – as luck had it – all mine for two nights,
‘hahaha’ of hadada ibis and contented chuckles
along with a jeep driven by the capable Solomon.
from floating pods of 43
hippos.
I climbed Longonot
Safari country
43
We didn’t need to go far for sightings – kifaru
volcano and nursed a tired old mountain bike
I st ar te d my j ou r ne y i n Ke ny a , l ong t he
means rhino, and one morning we’d barely passed
through Hell’s Gate National Park. There, tour
quintessential safari destination. Today several of
through the perimeter wire when we found an
groups in vans regularly drowned me in their
its tribes have a direct stake in wildlife tourism
ageing male white rhino named Floppy Ears.
dust but I also revelled in being alone with zebra,
through conservancies. Others though have been
Lantern-jawed rhinos often lumber about
giraffe, buffalo and antelope.
urbanised and lost their connection to the land.
and East Africa. Sat smack on the Great Rift
and he hoped that meant she’d be receptive to
like punch-drunk boxers, super-heavyweights of
On the way out I passed two Kenyan boys
My education in the real Kenya started in
Valley, it is barely mentioned in the standard
him. The presence of her still-doting calf made
the savanna. But Floppy Ears was worked up. A
excitedly taking shots of trekking ponies in a
my taxi from Nairobi airport. My driver gave his
reference books on birds, plants and much else.
her wary though so he sidled gently in until
female had unexpectedly strayed onto his patch
paddock. Perhaps they saw an animal as unusual
name as Ngaira, usually a surname. When I asked
Its parks are thought to be high in diversity, with
almost nose-to-nose with her. But she spooked,
many endemics. But no one knows for sure.
her motherly instincts pushing her to repel him.
T h a t’s w h e r e B i o s p h e r e E x p e d i t i o n s
They butted heads, then again. The twisting blows
comes in. A non-profit that offers holidays for
seemed gentle but their horns drew blood as the
WELL PUT TOGETHER
conservation volunteers, they have partnered
little one bleated plaintively for it to stop. Then
Neat and nimble, the impala is almost
with Conservation Research Africa and local
the female turned and ran, Floppy Ears cantering
ubiqitous in the parks of eastern and
organisation Lilongwe Wildlife Trust (LWT) in
in hottish pursuit, the confused calf meekly trying
southern Africa but remains a joy to watch.
a programme to catalogue the biodiversity in
to keep up. The chase lasted only seconds before
Vwaza, a wildlife reserve in the country’s north,
the old man broke off, his sides heaving.
abutting the Zambian border.
This was an encounter we could only have
Vwaza is a mix of woodland and grassland,
had while driving: the animal accepting the
with a floodplain in its south with a lake at its
vehicle’s presence, while Solomon was ready to
centre. There sat the camp, large tents around an
rev the engine if they circled too close. But later
open-sided boma with views of a stream flowing
that day, an armed ranger joined us so we could
into a lake to our right. The lake had a sizeable
make a three-hour walk in hyena country.
hippo population while the stream drew kudu
We caught the barest glimpse of one early
and other antelopes in the morning, then herds of
on but they remained elusive until the very end.
elephants later in the day.
Then, stood by the jeep refuelling on sugary
With sur veys of primates, carnivores,
drinks, the ranger pointed over my shoulder.
elephants, bats and insects expected of us, the
There in the gathering gloom, not 30 metres away,
learning curve was steep, but the volunteers –
was a hyena, in full view. He didn’t ‘laugh’ but
several veterans of previous Biosphere trips –
seemed to be mocking us anyway.
were dedicated. Evenings were spent watching
herds of elephants come in to drink from the
Filling in the gaps
stream and flipping through spotting guides
Small and largely ignored, Malawi has – almost
before hitting the sack early. The real night owls
literally – fallen into the cracks between Southern
Certainly being on foot shifts the goalposts –
everyone should try a walking safari once. But
on a van, this list is irrelevant: even cats become
habituated to motor vehicles and will tolerate
their approach, unless it affects their ability to stay
hidden when hunting, or they are with young.
It a ls o ig nores a huge numb er of less
celebrated creatures. Better to glory in it all. The
neat-as-a-buttoness of impala, the goofiness of
giraffes, the walking eye-ache that is the Grevy’s
zebra, the ornery strut of an ostrich. Any wishlist
places unnecessary limits on the experience, let
alone one that was drawn up with ‘sport’ in mind.
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Action Asia
Twelve page article about African adventures
with a mention for Malawi African biodiversity expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/mw-actionasia19

WATCH YOUR MANNERS
Trundle about the trails of southern
Africa and you will certainly see a
few yellow-billed hornbills. Their
distinctive looks have led to them
being revered in several local cultures.

MY EYES HURT
The endangered Grevy’s zebra is an
interference pattern on legs.

or private landowners for the purposes of
IN THE BEGINNING THERE WAS AFRICA,
conservation and tourismBETTER
– are blossoming.
the most enduring landmass on Earth.
CLASS OF WATERING HOLE
Royal Malewane
Resort is arrayed
around
They promise moreThe
exclusivity
around
Evolution’s clock started ticking here first and
Beyond
the Big Five
end
of anisenlarged
thattraditional game mammals are far
sightings – a maximum ofone
three
jeeps
the normnatural poolThe
so the answers the continent has provided to
attracts all kinds of traffic thorugh the day.
– and more luxurious lodges. Jeeps are allowed to
the urgent questions of survival are diverse and
from the only characters about.
off-road for better access, unlike in most parks,
distinctive. Ultimately, they include ourselves.
and walking and riding safaris are easier with
It was here too that safari tourism was born,
• red- and yellow-billed hornbills –
— January/February 2019
smaller numbers to look out for.
on the acacia-dotted savanna of East Africa.
common but always entertaining
ELEPHANT OUTSIDE THE ROOM
Critics say some conservancies are a form of
Curiosity about its distinctive species built an
• gerenuk – a giraffe-necked antelope With a watering hole right beside the
neo-colonialism, with private owners keeping the
industry. It also sparked my longing to see the
• hyenas – hunchbacked opportunistic resort, at Royal Malewane, a session
on your private daybed or in your
cream of wildlife tourism for themselves. The best
world: as an eight-year-old, borrowing library
cats that act like dogs
pool, may not stay private for long.
of them, however, ensure local communities are
books from the adult section to learn about the
• painted wolves – the respectful
involved through employment opportunities and
plains and their animals.
rebadging for African wild dogs
the funding of schools, clinics and infrastructure.
Today wildlife tourism is a crucial part of the
• secretary bird – clad in sober grey
ANTELOPE AGAIN?
— January/February 2019
National parks and conservancies alike make
economy for many eastern and southern African
but with a flamboyant ruffle
This lioness, at Singita Lebombo, had just
scared the leopard that made the kill into a
a lot of fuss about the ‘Big Five’ – lion, leopard,
countries and the offering is diversifying. While
• warthogs – cute litters of piglets but
nearby tree. She had her fill then soon loped
elephant, rhino (white and black) and buffalo.
more affordable national parks serve ever larger
beware of indignant mums
off to join up with her pride.
This is a list compiled by game hunters of the
numbers, including more and more local tourists,
hardest, most dangerous species to track on foot.
conservancies – land leased from communities

THE ZEBRA-DEER
A regal male greater kudu, with its
unmistakeable spiralling horns.

stayed up as late as 9pm, nursing a tea or a beer
around the fire. There the armed camp guard
also sat, silently warming his calloused feet and
occasionally making his rounds – here there were
no electric wires to protect us.
LWT Research Manager Amanda Harwood
was excited by the prospect of having enough
bodies for all her projects.
“This is biology not physics,” she told us,
referring to the quantity of data needed to
establish patterns where currently there is only
guesswork. For some that quantity was boli of
elephant dung, sorted through for seeds in an
activity quickly dubbed ‘CSI Vwaza’. Others
watched baboons, set out camera traps, or
walked and drove transects, linear surveys with
randomised sample points.
Though carnivores were a focus, with only
a single leopard and no lions previously seen in
the park, Harwood was more concerned to learn
about the mix of potential prey species.
“If we can bring the number of prey animals
up, the predators will find their way into the parks
naturally,” she said confidently.
Meanwhile we were learning just how quiet
elephants can be for such enormous animals,
even in the thickets immediately right and left of
camp. We were cautioned to always look around
first before leaving our tents at night.
January/February 2019 —

January/February 2019 —
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IN SEARCH OF THE

ARABIAN ORYX

Do you enjoy taking part in the RSPB’s annual
Garden Birdwatch? The Big Butterfly Count? Then
you’re one of a growing number of citizen scientists
– people with a passion for collecting data in all
kinds of situations. And there’s a trip of a lifetime
just waiting for you, says Sharon Amos

BEDU CAMP
The mess tent
among a grove
of ghaf trees

102

How did I end up in the Arabian
Desert, sitting outside my tent,
watching an eagle drifting overhead and
marvelling at the soft afternoon light
on the dunes? I’d signed up through
wildlife conservation organisation
Biosphere Expeditions with nine other
citizen scientists to monitor the
numbers of the Arabian oryx – a species
of antelope, white with black horns
nearly three feet long and blacksplashed faces – along with two types of
fleet-footed gazelle, elusive foxes, eagle
owls and vultures in the Dubai Desert
Conservation Reserve (DDCR).
The DDCR is a very accessible desert,
just 40 minutes’ drive from the
cosmopolitan city of Dubai yet it feels as
remote as a corner of the Sahara. Our
camp had a big traditional Bedu tent
with solar lights, but after nightfall we
found our one-person tents by
torchlight or the moon.
We were up before sunrise every day,
wrapped up against the desert cold and

S AG A .C O.U K /AU G - M AG I 2019

MEET THE
FAMILY
Oryx calves
have a brown
coat until six
months old

PERFECT
CAMOUFLAGE
The Arabian
hare blends
into the
background

sipping coffee before heading off. First
stop was breakfast in the reserve
workers’ canteen. By now the sun was
up, the white-cheeked bulbuls were in
full song in the thorn trees and a couple
of semi-tame gazelles tip-toed across
the terrace. It was blissful, but no time
to linger: there were oryx to be counted.
The national animal of the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) was declared
extinct in the wild in the 1970s. In 1999,
a small herd was reintroduced into the
reserve. Since then the DDCR trust has
monitored the oryx to see how they are
faring, while also studying the reserve's
populations of other mammals large
and small (including the elusive Arabian
hare) and birds, as well as measuring
any changes in the plant life.
We set off in 4WD vehicles, data
sheets, binoculars and GPS at the ready
to note down anything that crossed our
path, no matter how small, such as the
sandfish (a type of lizard) that one
minute is running across the sand, the
next diving below the surface.
Counting oryx in a herd was tricky
but not impossible – noting sets of
horns worked well for groups of 40 or so
adults. Lone animals were easy to spot
from afar – no camouflage necessary as
there are no predators.
First stop was the small mammal
traps. Over the week we caught (and
released) delightful Cheesman’s jerboa
and the spiny Egyptian mouse. There
were fox dens to monitor, looking for
signs of activity – paw prints, animal
bones and fresh scat. We walked past
oryx resting places under firebushes.
For a seemingly hostile environment
the desert is alive with movement, from
clouds of painted lady butterflies to
locusts, dragonflies and hawkmoths,
crested larks and laughing doves. Plants
grow too: tall evergreen ghaf trees,
firebushes (like wild broom) and the
Sodom’s apple tree with purple flowers.
The most challenging part of every
day’s work was making observations
from the highest points in the
landscape. It’s hard work walking uphill
in sand. High dunes that seem
tantalisingly close frustratingly recede
as you reached the top of one dune only
to find more crests between you and
your goal. The Arabian Desert isn’t all
dunes, however; there are gravel plains

T R AV E L

– good terrain for rodent spotting – and
a rocky mountain at the extreme north
of the reserve, where a pharaoh eagle
owl stared down at us from a cave.
After inputting the day’s data on to
the laptop in the DDCR offices we had
dinner in the canteen, an amazing mix
of fusion cooking – pasta, pesto, curry,
roasts and flatbreads – before heading
back to camp and complete night-time
silence. Most evenings we were safely
tucked up in our sleeping bags, exhausted,
by 8.30pm. Except for the time we went
scorpion hunting by UV light. After
spotting the reassuringly named
Arabian deathstalker glowing in various
spots nearby, it made you think twice
about going to the loo in the night. (The
toilets were Western flushing ones
behind a bamboo screen and no roof –
great for star-gazing).
There were rare moments of relaxation:
an exhilarating afternoon’s training
in dune driving; camel rides and
sandboarding (like snowboarding)
followed by an evening feast, lounging
on cushions, at an upmarket desert lodge.
Most satisfying of all was the knowledge
that you were contributing something
really valuable. And that's a great feeling.

I SPY
Searching the
dunes for
wildlife great
and small

PORTRAIT OF
AN ARABIAN
ORYX
The herd has
increased from
100 to 500 in
the past
20 years

TAKING PART
The trip was organised by the charity Biosphere
Expeditions, which matches projects that need
budget-busting amounts of data collection with
people willing to pay (£1,318 excluding flights)
for the experience of doing it. In return you get
the privilege of spending time in extraordinary
places, many inaccessible to regular tourists. The
charity insists these expeditions are not holidays,
not even working holidays. This is serious research
and you need to be ready for challenging field
work. biosphere-expeditions.org
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How did I end up in the Arabian
Desert, sitting outside my tent,
watching an eagle drifting overhead and
marvelling at the soft afternoon light
on the dunes? I’d signed up through
wildlife conservation organisation
Biosphere Expeditions with nine other
citizen scientists to monitor the
numbers of the Arabian oryx – a species
of antelope, white with black horns
nearly three feet long and blacksplashed faces – along with two types of
fleet-footed gazelle, elusive foxes, eagle
owls and vultures in the Dubai Desert
Conservation Reserve (DDCR).
The DDCR is a very accessible desert,
just 40 minutes’ drive from the
cosmopolitan city of Dubai yet it feels as
remote as a corner of the Sahara. Our
camp had a big traditional Bedu tent
with solar lights, but after nightfall we
found our one-person tents by
torchlight or the moon.
We were up before sunrise every day,
wrapped up against the desert cold and
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sipping coffee before heading off. First
stop was breakfast in the reserve
workers’ canteen. By now the sun was
up, the white-cheeked bulbuls were in
full song in the thorn trees and a couple
of semi-tame gazelles tip-toed across
the terrace. It was blissful, but no time
to linger: there were oryx to be counted.
The national animal of the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) was declared
extinct in the wild in the 1970s. In 1999,
a small herd was reintroduced into the
reserve. Since then the DDCR trust has
monitored the oryx to see how they are
faring, while also studying the reserve's
populations of other mammals large
and small (including the elusive Arabian
hare) and birds, as well as measuring
any changes in the plant life.
We set off in 4WD vehicles, data
sheets, binoculars and GPS at the ready
to note down anything that crossed our
path, no matter how small, such as the
sandfish (a type of lizard) that one
minute is running across the sand, the
next diving below the surface.
Counting oryx in a herd was tricky
but not impossible – noting sets of
horns worked well for groups of 40 or so
adults. Lone animals were easy to spot
from afar – no camouflage necessary as
there are no predators.
First stop was the small mammal
traps. Over the week we caught (and
released) delightful Cheesman’s jerboa
and the spiny Egyptian mouse. There
were fox dens to monitor, looking for
signs of activity – paw prints, animal
bones and fresh scat. We walked past
oryx resting places under firebushes.
For a seemingly hostile environment
the desert is alive with movement, from
clouds of painted lady butterflies to
locusts, dragonflies and hawkmoths,
crested larks and laughing doves. Plants
grow too: tall evergreen ghaf trees,
firebushes (like wild broom) and the
Sodom’s apple tree with purple flowers.
The most challenging part of every
day’s work was making observations
from the highest points in the
landscape. It’s hard work walking uphill
in sand. High dunes that seem
tantalisingly close frustratingly recede
as you reached the top of one dune only
to find more crests between you and
your goal. The Arabian Desert isn’t all
dunes, however; there are gravel plains

Saga Magazine
Two page feature Arabian desert expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/ar-sagamagazine19
– good terrain for rodent spotting – and
a rocky mountain at the extreme north
of the reserve, where a pharaoh eagle
owl stared down at us from a cave.
After inputting the day’s data on to
the laptop in the DDCR offices we had
dinner in the canteen, an amazing mix
of fusion cooking – pasta, pesto, curry,
roasts and flatbreads – before heading
back to camp and complete night-time
silence. Most evenings we were safely
tucked up in our sleeping bags, exhausted,
by 8.30pm. Except for the time we went
scorpion hunting by UV light. After
spotting the reassuringly named
Arabian deathstalker glowing in various
spots nearby, it made you think twice
about going to the loo in the night. (The
toilets were Western flushing ones
behind a bamboo screen and no roof –
great for star-gazing).
There were rare moments of relaxation:
an exhilarating afternoon’s training
in dune driving; camel rides and
sandboarding (like snowboarding)
followed by an evening feast, lounging
on cushions, at an upmarket desert lodge.
Most satisfying of all was the knowledge
that you were contributing something
really valuable. And that's a great feeling.
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dunes for
wildlife great
and small

PORTRAIT OF
AN ARABIAN
ORYX
The herd has
increased from
100 to 500 in
the past
20 years

www.prodivers.com

TAKING PART
The trip was organised by the charity Biosphere
Expeditions, which matches projects that need
budget-busting amounts of data collection with
people willing to pay (£1,318 excluding flights)
for the experience of doing it. In return you get
the privilege of spending time in extraordinary
places, many inaccessible to regular tourists. The
charity insists these expeditions are not holidays,
not even working holidays. This is serious research
and you need to be ready for challenging field
work. biosphere-expeditions.org
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Tauche ab mit Prodivers Malediven
und erkunde das Lhaviyani Atoll

INNAHURA NEUES 3* TAUCHERHOTEL
Ideal für Vieltaucher
und Neuentdecker!
Alle Zimmer verfügen
über direkte Strandlage und Meerblick.

UN R
W SSENSCHAF
Eröffnung am
1. März 2019

Tauchen
Four page feature about Musandam coral reef expedition
and community-based conservation efforts
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/2019_03_tauchen_reise_oman

wissenschaftlich, aber gut verständlich.
Damit klopft Biosphere Expeditions, eine
gemeinnützige Organisation und Veranstalter der Expedition, der Regierung seit Jahren
auf die Finger, bittet, argumentiert, nervt.
Und tatsächlich ergreift das Ministerium für
Landwirtschaft und Fischerei in Oman erste
Meeresschutzmaßnahmen rund um das
Idyll Musandam: Die gewerbliche Fischerei
in den Buchten Khor Nadj und Khor Hablain
wird verboten.
Dr. Matthias Hammer, Chef von Biosphere
Expeditions, erklärt: „Die Korallendichte
rund um Musandam liegt bei fast 60 Prozent.
Das ist im weltweiten Vergleich ein äußerst
hoher Wert. Die Riffe in Omans Norden sind
ohne Zweifel mit Abstand die besten der
gesamten Region. Das jetzt erlassene Verbot
betrifft die Fischerei mit Netzen, Käfigen
und anderer Ausrüstung. Nur Angelruten
sind vom Verbot ausgenommen. Dies ist ein
weiser und wichtiger Schritt der omanischen
Regierung, um das Überleben dieses einzigartigen Meeresökosystems zu sichern.“
SCHUTZBEDÜRFTIG
In einer Erklärung des Ministeriums für
Landwirtschaft und Fischerei heißt es, dass
die korallenreichen Khor-Nadj- und Khor-
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Hablain-Küstenregionen durch die Fischerei zerstört werden. „Die Zerstörung von
Korallen bedeutet ernsten Schaden für das
Meeresleben in der Region. Deshalb schützt
diese Maßnahme nicht nur die Korallenriffe, sondern hilft auch die nachhaltige
Nutzung von Meeresressourcen zu gewährleisten“, so ein hoher Ministeriumsbeamter.
„Dem kann man nur zustimmen“, sagt Dr.
Barcessat, „und es belohnt unsere Arbeit
und die der vielen Bürgerwissenschaftler,
wenn die von uns verfassten Forschungsberichte gelesen und unsere Empfehlungen
für den Naturschutz umgesetzt werden.“
Trotzdem mahnt Barcessat zur Vorsicht,
denn die Forschungsergebnisse belegen
auch, dass Fisch- und Wirbellosenpopulationen in der Region trotz der hohen
Korallendichte niedrig sind. „Ohne weitere
Schutzmaßnahmen werden sich diese
Populationen nicht erholen können. Eine
Ausweitung der Meeresschutzgebiete rund
um Musandam wird nötig sein, um dies zu
ermöglichen. Das gesamte Riff-Ökosystem
ist immer noch in einer prekären Situation.
Davon sind auch alle Menschen betroffen,
die in traditioneller Lebensweise seit Generationen in Musandam mit und vom Meer
leben“, so Barcessat.

„Daher bemühen wir uns als nächsten
Schritt intensiv um offizielle Unterstützung
für die Ausweitung der Schutzmaßnahmen“,
heißt es von Seiten Biosphere Expeditions.
„Eine weitere Unterstützung und zusätzliches finanzielles Engagement seitens der
Regierung sind notwendig, um das eigentliche Ziel zu erreichen: die Errichtung eines
Meeresschutzgebiets rund um Musandam.“

KUREDU

inkl. 2 Tauchgänge pro Tag, Unterkunft im
Garden-Bungalow inkl. Halbpension, gültig
für einen Aufenthalt ab 3 Tagen

www.kuredu.com
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NATUR

OMAN
REEF-CHECK-SAFARI

EXPEDITIONSPLATZ ZU GEWINNEN!
Gewinnen Sie einen Teilnahmeplatz mit Biosphere Expeditions nach Musandam (Oman)
oder auf die Malediven und helfen Sie aktiv mit, beim Korallenriffschutz weltweit.
Voraussetzungen sind ein Tauchschein, Englischkenntnisse und die Bereitschaft auf einer
echten Naturschutzexpedition (keine Luxusreise!) aktiv mit anzupacken. Neben dem Hauptgewinn der Expeditionsteilnahme gibt es auch andere Preise der Partner Reef Check und
MCS zu gewinnen.
Die zu gewinnende Reise wird von den Partnern Biosphere Expeditions (www.bioxphereexpeditions.org), Reef Check (www.reefcheck.org) und Marine Conservation Society (www.
mcsuk.org) organisiert.
Alles Weitere zum Wettbewerb finden Sie auf www.biosphere-expeditions.
org/competition (Teilnahmeschluss ist der 1. Juli 2019).

Safarischiff und Expeditionsbasis in
einem: Von der „Sindbad“ aus wird
unter Wasser geforscht.

Für die Muräne
neben der
Markierungslinie wird auf der
Datentafel ein
entsprechender
Haken gesetzt.

The Biologist
Four page feature about Costa Rica sea turtle expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/cr-biologist19
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RENOMMIERTES 4* HOTEL

Beliebtes 4* Hotel
mit ausreichender
Abwechslung.
Mehrmals tägliche
Tauch- und Schnorchelausfahrten mit
Prodivers Kuredu.

MIT HERZBLUT DABEI
Und was ist es, neben diesem großen Ziel,
das die Leute im Kleinen bewegt, eine Woche ihres Urlaub weit weg von allem Trubel
und mit Wissenschaftlern zu verbringen?
„Tauchen ist meine absolute Leidenschaft“,
sagt Jon, der Amerikaner. „Ich hatte aber nie
das Gefühl, etwas zurückzugeben an das
Meer, das mir so viel Freude bringt. Das hat
sich jetzt grundlegend geändert.“ „Ich wollte
verstehen, nicht nur sehen“, meint Nora aus
Bre

wissenschaftlich, aber gut verständlich.
Damit klopft Biosphere Expeditions, eine
gemeinnützige Organisation und Veranstalter der Expedition, der Regierung seit Jahren
auf die Finger, bittet, argumentiert, nervt.
Und tatsächlich ergreift das Ministerium für
Landwirtschaft und Fischerei in Oman erste
Meeresschutzmaßnahmen rund um das
Idyll Musandam: Die gewerbliche Fischerei
in den Buchten Khor Nadj und Khor Hablain
wird verboten.
Dr. Matthias Hammer, Chef von Biosphere
Expeditions, erklärt: „Die Korallendichte
rund um Musandam liegt bei fast 60 Prozent.
Das ist im weltweiten Vergleich ein äußerst
hoher Wert. Die Riffe in Omans Norden sind
ohne Zweifel mit Abstand die besten der
gesamten Region. Das jetzt erlassene Verbot
betrifft die Fischerei mit Netzen, Käfigen
und anderer Ausrüstung. Nur Angelruten
sind vom Verbot ausgenommen. Dies ist ein
weiser und wichtiger Schritt der omanischen
Regierung, um das Überleben dieses einzigartigen Meeresökosystems zu sichern.“
SCHUTZBEDÜRFTIG
In einer Erklärung des Ministeriums für
Landwirtschaft und Fischerei heißt es, dass
die korallenreichen Khor-Nadj- und Khor-
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Nach dem Tauchen werden
die erfassten
Daten in die
Datenbank im
Computer übertragen.

Hablain-Küstenregionen durch die Fischerei zerstört werden. „Die Zerstörung von
Korallen bedeutet ernsten Schaden für das
Meeresleben in der Region. Deshalb schützt
diese Maßnahme nicht nur die Korallenriffe, sondern hilft auch die nachhaltige
Nutzung von Meeresressourcen zu gewährleisten“, so ein hoher Ministeriumsbeamter.
„Dem kann man nur zustimmen“, sagt Dr.
Barcessat, „und es belohnt unsere Arbeit
und die der vielen Bürgerwissenschaftler,
wenn die von uns verfassten Forschungsberichte gelesen und unsere Empfehlungen
für den Naturschutz umgesetzt werden.“
Trotzdem mahnt Barcessat zur Vorsicht,
denn die Forschungsergebnisse belegen
auch, dass Fisch- und Wirbellosenpopulationen in der Region trotz der hohen
Korallendichte niedrig sind. „Ohne weitere
Schutzmaßnahmen werden sich diese
Populationen nicht erholen können. Eine
Ausweitung der Meeresschutzgebiete rund
um Musandam wird nötig sein, um dies zu
ermöglichen. Das gesamte Riff-Ökosystem
ist immer noch in einer prekären Situation.
Davon sind auch alle Menschen betroffen,
die in traditioneller Lebensweise seit Generationen in Musandam mit und vom Meer
leben“, so Barcessat.

„Daher bemühen wir uns als nächsten
Schritt intensiv um offizielle Unterstützung
für die Ausweitung der Schutzmaßnahmen“,
heißt es von Seiten Biosphere Expeditions.
„Eine weitere Unterstützung und zusätzliches finanzielles Engagement seitens der
Regierung sind notwendig, um das eigentliche Ziel zu erreichen: die Errichtung eines
Meeresschutzgebiets rund um Musandam.“
MIT HERZBLUT DABEI
Und was ist es, neben diesem großen Ziel,
das die Leute im Kleinen bewegt, eine Woche ihres Urlaub weit weg von allem Trubel
und mit Wissenschaftlern zu verbringen?
„Tauchen ist meine absolute Leidenschaft“,
sagt Jon, der Amerikaner. „Ich hatte aber nie
das Gefühl, etwas zurückzugeben an das
Meer, das mir so viel Freude bringt. Das hat
sich jetzt grundlegend geändert.“ „Ich wollte
verstehen, nicht nur sehen“, meint Nora aus
Bremen. „Jetzt habe ich nicht nur verstanden, sondern werde auch ein Riff nie mehr
so ansehen wie früher. Ich habe gelernt, die
kleinen Dinge und Zusammenhänge zu genießen. Nicht nur die großen Fische, wie ein
08/15-Tourist auf Safari.“ Und auch ich habe
verstanden: jeder gewinnt – die Menschen,
das Riff, das Meer. Lang lebe Musandam!

Tauchen und Naturschutz
Wissenschaftstourismus
heißt die trendige Kombination von Freiwilligenarbeit
und Urlaub. Teilnehmer
unterstützen dabei jeweils
ein bis zwei Wochen lang
einen Meeresbiologen. Um
an einer solchen UWForschungsexpedition
teilzunehmen, muss man
kein Meeresbiologe sein.
Tauchschein und Englischkenntnisse genügen.

Khasab
Musandam

Persischer
Golf

Expeditionsablauf
Treffpunkt zur Expedition ist
im Holiday Inn Jumeirah in
Dubai. Die ersten zwei bis
drei Tage an Bord läuft die
Ausbildung, sprich Probetauchgänge mit ausführlichen Briefings, Messausrüstung kennen und nutzen
und vor allem sogenannte
Indikatorenarten erkennen
lernen. Im Anschluss werden
die Daten erfasst und dokumentiert.
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Organisation
Biosphere Expeditions
(www.biosphere-expeditions.org) ist eine vielfach
ausgezeichnete, gemeinnützige Naturschutzorganisation, die es Laien
ermöglicht, an solchen
Naturschutzexpeditionen
teilzunehmen. Derzeit gibt
es zwei Tauchexpeditionen
im Programm, die in Oman
und auf den Malediven
stattfinden.
Das Schiff Die „Sindbad“
hat drei Decks und acht
klimatisierte 2-PersonenKabinen (alle mit Dusche/
WC) und eine Lounge.
Anforderungen mindestens
OWD (oder äquivalent);
Bordsprache ist Englisch;
eigenes Equipment erforderlich (kein Verleih an Bord)
Nächster Expeditionstermin: Die nächste Tour
findet vom 24. bis zum 30.
November 2019 statt.
Reisepreis Sieben Tage
an Bord kosten ohne Flug
2230 Euro.
Infos www.biosphere-expeditions.org/musandam

Entdeckerlust
Zwei Inseln - Eine Leidenschaft
Tauche ab mit Prodivers Malediven
und erkunde das Lhaviyani Atoll

INNAHURA NEUES 3* TAUCHERHOTEL
Ideal für Vieltaucher
und Neuentdecker!
Alle Zimmer verfügen
über direkte Strandlage und Meerblick.

Eröffnung am
1. März 2019

KUREDU

RENOMMIERTES 4* HOTEL

Beliebtes 4* Hotel
mit ausreichender
Abwechslung.
Mehrmals tägliche
Tauch- und Schnorchelausfahrten mit
Prodivers Kuredu.

SONDERANGEBOT FÜR TAUCHER:
inkl. 2 Tauchgänge pro Tag, Unterkunft im
Garden-Bungalow inkl. Halbpension, gültig
für einen Aufenthalt ab 3 Tagen

www.kuredu.com

Oman
Salalah

Mirbat

Hallaniyat-Inseln

3/2019
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Clippings

Media clippings 2019

Left: Head Ranger Dapash with the jawbone of the last poached elephant
to die at Enonkishu. Above: Enonkishu herders stand in front of one of the
mobile metal anti-lion bomas. Bottom left: Egrets in flight.
Right: drone shot of the Biosphere Expeditions group and local school
children from Emarti School, with Rebekah and Mallika in the centre.

I was in tent No 5, overlooking the Mara river, plenty of
space, electric lights and a really
comfortable bed. Falling sleep
to the chorus of crickets, frogs,
spotted (aka laughing) hyaenas in
the distance and the splashing of
the hippos in the river below was
simply magical.

be used to chase elephants from
the fields, which should reduce
the damage and prevent future
retaliatory killings.

Our daily schedule involved
breakfast from 6am, gather up the
equipment needed, leave camp at
6:45am to head into the conservancy for a morning counting and
observing the animals. The dawn
light and mist bathing this incredible landscape each morning in a
magical glow.
Whenever possible, I would
be up well before dawn and out
on the conservancy for sunrise to
capture some shots and one of
many time lapses of the sun going
either over or under the horizon.
We could then head directly off to
do our morning transect.
Dawn and dusk are the most
magical times of the day in Kenya,
the animals make the most of the
cooler temperatures and can be
seen feeding out on the plains, the
golden light makes for gorgeous
photos and the colours are out of
this world.
Giraffes and warthogs stand
and watch as we trundle past in
our cage on wheels, the smells of
ground dampened by the morning
dew, the dawn chorus of birds
broken by the squabbles of zebra
and snorts of wildebeest echoing
through the trees. Baboons
nervously run across paths and
dirt roads from their treetop
dormitories, warily looking back
at us as they make their escape.
This feeling of anticipation of
what we will see and the promises
of the day ahead will never leave
me.

A force for good
The Enonkishu Rangers, led
by Head Ranger Dapash, are a
truly inspiring bunch, passionate
about protecting the animals on
their patch of land. Armed only
with their knowledge and wits
they conduct daily foot patrols to
ensure the herdsmen are grazing

take them out in the 4x4s, show
them the conservancy and explain
what we had been doing.
Despite living next door to
Enonkishu, many of these children had never seen most of the
animals up close and were very
excited to see the buffalo, giraffes
What continually struck me about
and warthogs.
the Enonkishu Conservancy was
Though we saw no elephants,
the huge diversity and numbers
we were finally rewarded with
of wildlife it supported. Having
hard to bring land back to the
the sight of two white rhino
gone from being nothing but
wild animals through carefully
slowly grazing their way across
wildlife-free farmland only a
planned grazing programmes
the plain. They weren’t ‘proper’
few short years ago, the effects
and farming methods designed to
wild white rhino but ‘escapees’
of what the team here are doing
reduce tensions between the farmfrom the sanctuary next door
were abundantly evident.
captions
ers/herdsmen and the wildlife. By
that had wandered (with armed
We encountered herds of
monitoring the wildlife numbers
zebra grazing, wildebeest, impala, bodyguards) into Enonkishu.
and helping train the Enonkishu
Even so to see white rhino on the
eland, Thomson’s gazelle, Grant’s
rangers, Biosphere Expeditions
conservancy was awesome and
gazelle, giraffe, elephant, hippo,
are making a positive contribution
our cameras were machine-guntopi, waterbuck, reedbuck,
to the regeneration of this essenning the scene!
klipspringer, mongoose, hyaena,
tial ecosystem – turning former
From hard news to weddings, landscapes Trip with a purpose
That day was rounded off with
leopard, hartebeest, buffalo,
farmland back into a home for
the school party split into three
honey badger, spring hare,
to local events, Chris Taylor is at home
I joined a Biosphere Expeditions
native species.
aardvark, vervet monkey, baboon, groups taught about different asunderwater as on water and with video project as a ‘Citizen Scientist’ to
pects of what we had been doing.
black-backed jackal and a whole
head out to a field station on the
Into the wild
I demonstrated the drone to them
host of amazing birds. The place
as well as stills. He’s also a pioneer of
privately
managed
4000-plus
and allowed a few of them to have
is teemingHippo
and this
is all
down
to
Left hand pag: a young
bull elephant
walks
off afteracre
some mock charges.
in the
Mara
River
norm. It’s funny how the incrediEnonkishu Conservancy, to help
After a day or so of basic training
professional
on theplanned
neighbouring
a go at flying it.
thecub
carefully
work ofconservancy.
the
ble can become thedrone
everyday coverage.
after Above: two sister lionesses and one of their young cubs. Below: lion
with the development of a wildlife
on the techniques of animal idenour workforce
Enonkishu team. Above: Zebras drink at Apart
one offrom
the waterholes
made for the wildlife. Below: a family of hyaenas emerge from their
a short
time. he took a two-week
Earlieronlythis
year
monitoring programme.
tification, data recording, how to
we Citizen
Scientists
Our job as Citizen
Scientists
den
in the morning.contribution,
Bottom: warthog
beauty.
We got to spend serious
The conservancy is on the
avoid animal attacks and off-road
breakamounts
to become
Citizen
Scientist
also help finance vehicles,
was, amongst other things, to
of time, dayaand
night,
northernmost boundary of the
were
the
equipment, logistics and all the
three 4hr chunks), we were able driving,
document this diversity, which
life.we
I feel
so released
honouredinto
to have
amongst theKenya’s
wildlife, observing
helpinginensure
wildlife survival. Mara-Serengeti Ecosystem with
equipped
our binoc-it in such
things needed for a successful
to help build a good record of thewild been
until we came had not been
able with
to experience
the behaviour, taking in the glory
farmland and villages to the
ranger
finder,
study. Biosphere Expeditions
wildlife present on the conserv- ulars,a compass,
recorded at length using rigorous
special place
as Enonkishu.
of this incredible
there are no pretentions
here. I habitat. Some
It was only two weeks in the
north – it is known as ‘The Last
one of
four trusty
Toyota
demonstrates this in the reports it
ancy and hopefully contribute to GPS andAfter
scientific standards. We felt
returning
home
to
of the highlights
wereEast
theAfrican Rift Valley, the
found myself contemplating
my for megreat
Line of Defence’ – the boundary
4×4 trucks.IBiosphere
publishes after each expedition,
an annual count to monitor the HiluxSheringham,
privileged to help in this way and
decided to create
night
drives
red and
place in the food
chain
likearmed
never withMaasai
Mara, but it could have
between wildlife conservancies
had commissioned
which detail the outcomes of
‘re-wilding’ of this precious area Expeditions
the plan is, that over many years
a Crowdfunder
appeal (nowa
green
torches
to minimise
before, reminded
of how
far rebeenthe
a decade for the difference
and farming.
cage closed)
structuretofor
the rear
of each
the science, as well as what was
of land.
of expeditions, the success of
‘Power
the Rangers’
to the animal’s
moved from thedisruption
game of survival
I feelnight
nowviin my head and in my
Kenya has lost 70% of its
to house through
our dataFacebook.
collecachieved through all the ‘person
To say Kenya got under my truckpromoted
Enonkishu can be documented
will never forgetheart.
seeingPeople
my said Africa would
we really are insion.
our Ielectronicalwildlife during the last 30 years
safely of
outthe
of £4,000+
the way ofraised
the
hours’ in the end. And the list
skin would be an understatement,tors, 100%
in hard scientific detail – as an
firstlives
hippo
running silently
across
ly-filled, sanitised
of daily
be life-changing
and now I know
due to farming pressures and
potentially
beasts
of conservation achievements
never have I been somewhere morewill
example and showcase on how
be used dangerous
to buy essential
the This
plainwas
at night,
blazingwhat
in they meant. I missed
digital ignorance.
life eyes exactly
climate change, conservancies
buffalo, for
elephant
& lion)
all over the world is indeed
that has affected me so much, (hippo,
people and wildlife can coexist
equipment
the rangers
of
like I’d never known
it before.about 20ft
it terribly
such as Enonkishu are working
elevated
for a better
the torchlight,
from after returning home!
impressive.
inspired me and made me feel so and slightly
for the benefit of all.
Enonkishu
Conservancy
and I
of our
subjects.
the vehicle or finding a herd of
Through our many walkat peace. I can’t recommend it view will
Towards the end of our
returning
in October with
expedition
Malika
elephant feeding in the woods. We
ing and driving transects, scat
enough, if you haven’t been, then The
expedition we had a day planned
binoculars
andleader,
other essential
and resident Enonkishu
stumbled across a huge hyaena
collection, a 72 hour waterhole
you MUST, everyone should expe-Fettak,
with the local school – Emarti
equipment
den with over twenty hyaenas enobservation (we each took on
rience Africa at least once in theirscientist/manager, Rebekah
Secondary School. We were to
Á
Karimi, had fully briefed us on
gaging in various social (and very
how to record what we saw –
16 the
May/June 2019 Cameracraft
vocal!) behaviours – including
including species name, distance
mother suckling her pup.
& bearing from us, our exact
On a more typical tourist
location (latitude and longtitude),
day trip out to a neighbouring
much dancing. Later in the Mara
amount of love for one another.
thought to have been shot with a
numbers of each species and sex/
conservation project, we came
River we had the incredible sight
They really were just like big
poisoned arrow in 2017 after deage where possible.
across our first pride of lions.
of maybe fifty or sixty hippos.
versions of my cats back home.
stroying some of the maize crop in
We were also tasked with colI was amazed how close the
It was returning from this after The purring of the cubs as they
neighbouring fields. The elephant
lecting samples of animal scat to
trucks could get to the sleeping
lunch we came across two female padded and suckled from their
wandered into Enonkishu and
build up a ‘Poo Library’ – I soon
lions – within 10 feet – and the
lions, sisters, with three cubs
mothers was enough to melt your
sadly died a day or two later.
learned how to identify hyaena
recently well-fed lions didn’t seem just one month old. They mostly
heart!
We learned that the rest of the
poo (white) and giraffe poo (scatbothered in the slightest.
ignored us and carried on about
Contrasting emotions came
elephants stayed with the dead
tered over a wide area after its
We also visited a local Maasai
their day – the cubs frolicking
when we later saw the scattered
elephant for a week, in mourning,
fall from a great height) amongst
Moran (warrior) village and were with each other, feeding from
bones of the most recent elephant before moving on. They have
others.
greeted with a welcome song and
the mothers and showing a huge
to die from poaching nearby,
since discovered that drones can
Our base for the two weeks
was the Mara Training Centre
Cameracraft May/June 2019 15
– framed on two sides by the
Mara River and just on the edge
of Enonkishu Conservancy. The
centre comprises a large training
room, a dining and social area
called The Cow Shed, a number of
‘bandas’ – brick-build bedrooms
with en suite bathrooms – and six
safari tents plus toilet and shower
block.

Documenting diversity

Early start

SHOOTING FOR THE
FUTURE IN AFRICA
I

n what seems like a wonderful,
extended dream there exists
a place, a reality so different
from my life at home, that I’m still
struggling to get my head around
what I experienced there. It is
the Enonkishu Conservancy in
Kenya, East Africa, the ‘Last Line of
Defence’.
A place where the haunting
calls of hyaena, belching hippos
and pinging frogs echo through
the night in a crazy audio-tapestry,
a surreal lullaby. Where the sweet
earthy smells of wet soil, camphor
trees and perfumed shrubs fill
your senses. A place bursting with
life and abundance, every creature
in a constant fight for survival, all
co-existing in a fine balance of
finding food or becoming food.
Brutally
beautifully real,
move so quickly
andhonest,
so silently
was an eye-opener.
Giraffe at dawn.
The rangers remained calm
and we waited to determine what
the elephants would do next.
Despite the tension, at no time did
I really fear for our safety while in
the company of the rangers.
They understand and respect the
behaviour of the animals under
their care.

caption

their cattle where they should and
checking no poachers are on the
land.
I was lucky enough to do
one of the walking transects with
them and on another day conduct
the Hilltop Observation which
involved a steep scramble to the
top of Kileoni hill (1700m and the
highest point in the Mara) which
partially surrounds the conservancy. It’s amazing how the potential
threat of finding a huge charging
bull buffalo behind any bush
makes you forget the burn in your
legs!
The ranger’s knowledge
of tracking the animals and
understanding their behaviour is
nothing short of astounding. On

one walk we came across fresh
elephant dung and Dapash soon
deduced from the footprints and
trail of freshly broken branches
that we were on a potential collision course with these huge beasts
– not something you want to do
on foot if you plan to see another
day.
We took a sharp detour up the
hill to try to get a better idea of
where the elephants were lurking.
Almost as soon as we had gained
some altitude the rangers spotted
the slightest movement in some
branches below and we discovered the elephants were just 400m
from us. Minutes later they were
200m from us.
How something so large can

A photographer’s dream
The rich variety of animals, the
landscape, the light of Enonkishu
– it all made this a dream come
true. After a few days I realised
we had come to accept a tower
of giraffes walking past us as the
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How to go there yourself
If you want a holiday with added value, pure adventure and to
contribute something back to our planet then this non-profit citizen
science NGO is for you.
I believe Biosphere Expeditions will be holding a similar
expedition there next year (keep an eye on their website for
forthcoming adventures) or you could book in for a stay at the
stunning House In The Wild – a family-owned boutique lodge in the
heart of the Enonkishu Conservancy.
For more information on my projects and developments of this
story, see my blog – https://www.christaylorphoto.co.uk/blog/
Biosphere Expeditions: https://www.biosphere-expeditions.org
Enonkishu Conservancy: https://www.enonkishu.org
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Cameracraft
Six page feature about Kenya Maasai Mara expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/ky-cameracraft19/share

feature
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globaltravelerusa.com | $4.99

Global Traveler
Biosphere Expeditions is mentioned in a larger voluntourism piece
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/globaltraveler19
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GETTING THERE AND AWAY Kazuni Camp, at the main entrance gate, is about
25km from Rumphi along the old dirt road that connects to Mzimba. To get here,
follow the M24 out of Rumphi towards Nyika for about 10km, and then turn left
on to the S109, which is signposted for the reserve. You can normally reach the gate
in a saloon car, but a 4x4 may be necessary after rain. Internal roads are generally
closed during the rainy season.
Access to Vwaza Marsh on public transport is surprisingly easy. In the dry
season, there is at least one bus daily between Mzimba and Rumphi, apparently
leaving Rumphi in the early morning and Mzimba at about 14.00. This bus doesn t
�i�aen�tca�fni �y�So��SMi u�Sh�fni �ESldi ahi ss�ct�
stop right at the gate, but at Kazuni village, which is about 1km from the gate in
the direction of Mzimba. A better option coming from Rumphi is to look for a
��ri fi ��SldlSti ��i si aMi �
matola lift to Kazuni. There seems to be a steady stream of pick-up trucks travelling
between Rumphi and the tobacco farms in the Kazuni area, and you shouldn t have
� � ����������������� �i s-Sfi ��i Sho�chi �ct�fni �s �lli sf�ecLhfaSi s�Sh��taSe��to� wait longer than an hour for a lift. Private vehicles will generally drop you right
��l�ES�ncsfs��h�ix-�hsSMi �l�hdse�-i �ct� cLhf�Shs��at the gate, from where it is a 5-minute walk to the camp. The best place to wait for
a lift out of Rumphi is under the trees just west of the district offices.

�f�p��f���nSllfc-�iec�ai scaf�Sh��SMShosfchS��

lLsn�tcai sfs��hd�Ei ll�sfceki d�echsi aM�heSi s��
��Stf�WHERE TO STAY Map, page 285
f �a�df�a�Mi l�LSdi s��c Sh�fi d��p�M�sf���ki ���l�ES��hd�fni ��ai �f�
� Chigwere Cultural Village Kazuni village;
t � �a�df�LSdi s ��lli p��Sf�Ss���-�a�dSsi �tca�ESldlSti ���hd�ai hcEhi d� � 01 334389. This cultural tourism project at
tca�Sfs�taSi hdlp�-i c-li ���c�k�L-�fac-Se�l��taSe�h� Kazuni village, 1km from the entrance gate, oﬀers
ULYHUVFHQHVZLWKÀVKHUPHQLQWUDGLWLRQDOGXJRXWV simple homestays, with all proceeds going to
�ddSfSch�l�chlShi �echfi hf��hd�L-d�fi s��f�oaLhfSho�nS--cs���hd�ai i d��i ds�aLsflSho�ESfn�
orphan care, & it also oﬀers fascinating insights
EEE��a�dfL-d�fi s�ec � �l�ES �SadlSti ����fen��So�o� i �ch�tccf�Sh�chi �ct�fni � �hp�
h�fSch�l�-�aks��hd�ESldlSti �ai si aMi s��ca�sS -lp�ai l�x�
ch�fni �s�hdp�-�l �taShoi d��i �eni s�ct���ki ���l�ES�

into the local culture of this mixed Tumbuka
& Ngoni community try your hand at maize
pounding, just join in with whatever is going on
at the time, or ask to see a traditional dance (US$5
pp). US$7 pp bed only, US$20 pp FB. $

8

�Lllp�L-d�fi d�tca�fnSs�iSonfn�idSfSch���a�dfus�
��l�ES�ai �Shs�fni �chlp�sf�hd�lchi �oLSdi �fc�fnSs�
ai �ak��li �di sfSh�fSch���f�Ss�-�eki d�ESfn�-a�efSe�l�
�dMSei �ch�fni �ecLhfapus�-c-Ll�a��ffa�efSchs��EnSli �
�lsc�nSonlSonfSho� �hp�sSfi s�fn�f��ai �cMi alccki d��
�kSho�Sf��� Lsf�tca�Shfai -Sd�fa�Mi lli as�
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Wanderlust
magazine

Bradt Malawi
Several mentions in Bradt guide Malawi
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/mw-bradt19
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Biosphere Expeditions, a nonprofit wildlife conservation orga�
nization with offices in Australia, France, Germany, Ireland, the
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exception, and some of our best staff are converted poachers
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Philip Briggs

Terra Mater
Six page feature of Tien Shan snow leopard expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/ts-terramater18
THE BOHEMIAN
MINI-BREAK
HEAD
SHOT
TBC

WHERE: Amy Grier
found her arty side
at Borgo Pignano,
Tuscany

I
T H E A DV E N T U R E
TRAIL
HEAD
SHOT
TBC

WHERE: Daniella
Scott had a wild time
on the Intrepid Travel
Essential African Safari

I

wasnt s ure about going it alone
on an organised tour, but a safari
in Southern Africa was on my
bucket list, so I doused myself
in DEET and plastered a pleased
to meet you smile on my face.
Before setting off, I worried that
I would be one of the only solo
travellers, that everyone would be
in pairs or pre established groups,
but when I arrived I found that the
majority of the people in my group
first glimpse of the worlds largest
were also travelling alone. Intrepid
waterfall. It takes about two hours
recently launched its 18to 29 age
to walk through all of Victoria Falls
group trips, which are popular with
viewpoints, and while some people
solo travellers, and after only one
bring ponchos, I say just embrace the
day together, we had meshed
spray. Once you leave Victoria
into one varied little family.
Falls, you embark on the
GO SOLO
Theres nothing like nine
journey down through the
Store useful
hour days locked on a truck
phone numbers on national parks of Southern
your mobile before Africa, from Zimbabwes
together to expedite the
you travel
bonding process, after all.
Hwange National Park,
This is a journey for people
where you stay at Ivory Lodge
who dont mind getting their hands
and wake up to impalas peering
(and feet, luggage and all other
at you through your tent window,
extremities) dirty. From putting up
before ending up back in South
and taking down your tent every
Africa at the Kruger National Park
day, to helping with cooking and
and Letaba Rest Camp. The
washingu p, and long, long journeys
accommodation is typically quite
as you travel from
park to park.

Go solo
Craving a holiday without
compromise? Time to go it
alone. Here are the best
destinations to do it your way
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After an 11h our
flight from Heathrow
to Johannesburg,
South Africa,
followed by a flight
to Zimbabwes
Victoria Falls Rest
Camp, youl l be
rewarded with your
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classes in painting and
and their very enthusiastic chief.
sketching, its own soap
A sunset cruise on the Zambezi river
laboratory with workshops
costs about £33 for a twoh our trip
using natural ingredients
and that includes all the drinks you
grown on the grounds,
could want and some local nibbles.
horses for trekking, a
The views are stunning, but the real
small spa and exquisite
highlight is seeing hippos popping
cliff-side infinity pool.
their heads out of the water to yawn.
The rooms are
I should have been born a hippo:
all unique, some
they like their own space and
with four-poster
sunburn easily. Relatable.
beds, some with
You might consider a
But the
mainon
focus of the trip
excellent Sangiovese wines,
grown
frescos and deep-set marble
palatial 18th-century Italian
is the gameindrives:
vineyards that are widespread
this fourh ourl ong
baths. There’s a library,
farmhouse (turned elegant,
excursions through the parks while
part of Tuscany.
an art gallery with revolving
restored country estate) too
trying to spot animals. Everyone
exhibitions and even a Romanesque
romantic a destination to travel
wants to see the Big Five l ion,
chapel. For dining, Villa Pignano is
to alone. I certainly did at first, but
leopard,and
elephant, rhinoceros and
peaceful and quiet, while the riotous
I was so wrong. Borgo Pignano is no
I spent my weekend reading
buffalo
farmhouse-style Social Table next
ordinary hotel. Found deep in the
swimming, learning to sketch
in b ut theres so much
to look out for as
door is where guests – groups,
Tuscan hillside, it’s also a working
the artist studio, walking the more
tranquil
well. We were lucky
couples, solos – talk to each other
farm set in 750 acres of land,
grounds for hours, and, at night,
through mouthfuls of Florentine
complete with its own waterfall and
trading stories with other guestsenough to see a family
of
hyenas
playing by
hiking trails. It has a yoga studio with steak, cooked over the fire, and
over sweet Vin Santo and homemade
basic,
but all and
havegroup
showers
and toilets.
if you dont
the side of the road.
individual
classes
cantuccini biscuits until the
Wifi
is patchy,
maybean
warn
your
want to get
You have the same
bookable
onso
request,
artist
embers of the communal fire
family
back
thatone
youl
l be
knocked out
studio
withhome
at least
artist
had died out. I left Borgoguides with you
mostly
offgr id.and
Digital
luggage is
during a bumpy
the trip,
in residence
renowned
Pignano a nicer, calmer,throughout
more
Quite
the spot
just as important as the excessive
game drive, some
usually one driver and
refreshed
version of myself.
number of knickers youl l inevitably
hardy sports bras are
oneboar
leader, depending
I felt full – of life and
bring. With long hours spent staring
vital. Its important,
onway.
howi big your group is. They
ragout – in every
out the window, podcasts, series and
however, to accept that youl l rarely
are extremely knowledgeable, so
audio books are essential.
feel properly clean. Your feet will
make the most of having them there
T H EaskR questions.
E ✈ But it isnt j ust
A note on packing: be realistic.
be perpetually dusty and youl l G E T and
from
€300and animals that make
That means less makeu p than you
accumulate half a national park Rooms start
game
drives
per night, including breakfast;
under your nails on a daily basis.
think youl l need (a good face mist Dear Instagram,
this trip so special, its the people,
Borgopignano.com. Fly in to
please make a
and moisturiser are musts) and
Its all part of the experience, so eateither Florence
too. Around
or Pisa the campfire each night,
‘Tuscan sunset’ filter
more travel soap than youv e
whatevers put on your plate, turn
everyone shares a hot meal and a
currently got. Take the basics: long
off your emails and just embrace
few beers, and swaps stories. Youl l
trousers, shorts and Ts hirts, plus
the beauty of the wild.
leave with a more open and enriched
C O S M O P O L I T A N · 127
warm clothes to sleep in as the
A huge highlight of this trip was
view of humanity and a refreshed
temperature plummets at night. And
the optional activities, but its a good
sense of positivity. There is something
idea to plan them out beforehand
unifying and equalising about
and set aside money for them m ost
going alone. Everyone pitches in
things arent i ncluded and will
and helps each other out. We may
require cash rather than card. (Be sure have started out as six strangers,
to have local currency on you: dollars but we became a family. I d do it
for Zimbabwe and Rand for South
all over again in a heartbeat. ◆
Africa.) Theres everything from
canoe trails and whitew ater rafting
GET THERE ✈
to gorge swings (exactly what it
From £700pp for a nine day Essential
sounds like) and rhinoceros treks.
African Safari, including eight nights
Here, youl l spend the day tracking
camping, most meals and some
rhinos and then end with a visit to a
activities; Intrepidtravel.com
local village to meet the community

LA DOLCE VITA

GO SOLO
One in six people
now holiday
solo (up from
12% in 2017)*

BACK TO BASICS

4

MORE SOLO
ESCAPES
YOU LL WANT
TO BOOK NOW

REETHI BEACH
RESORT, MALDIVES

Thought you had to be
a honeymooner to visit
the Maldives? Nope. The
Indian Ocean archipelago
is keen to appeal to more
than just couples, with
resorts such as Reethi Beach
offering single travellers a 25% discount.
So you get to do all the cool stuff
(watersports, spa, lie by a pool) for less.
Win. From £1,499 for seven nights;
Premierholidays.co.uk

ELEPHANT
ENCOUNTER,
THAILAND
Channel your inner
Attenborough and
study elephants on an
expedition that will take
you deep into tropical
highlands in the shadow of
Thailand s tallest peak, Doi Inthanon.
Plus, work on biodiversity monitoring
and conservation. Nine day expedition,
£1,690; Biosphere expeditions.org

OUR RETREAT, IBIZA
There s yoga, Pilates,
meditation, wellness
workshops and
oceanside fitness on the
menu at Our Retreat,
alongside fresh organic
meals and villas with
private pools. Gruelling
hours of exercise and limited
calorie intake this is not. YES. From £1,450
per week, all inclusive; Ourretreat.co.uk

BIKEPACKING, UK
Kitted out by Pannier.cc, you ll cycle out
in a group into the beautiful Peak
District National Park. At
base camp, sit around a
campfire with newfound
friends before biking
back in the morning.
Peakland Weekender
£189pp, including bike;
Beyonk.com
C O S M O P O L I TA N

C O S M O P O L I TA N

Cosmopolitan
Short mention of our Thailand elephant expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/th-cosmopolitan19
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ALTERNATIVES REISEN

PRIVAT

Bernadette Olderdissen
ist freie Reisejournalistin
und Krimiautorin aus
Hamburg.

WHAT’S NEW // SMART TRAVELLER

Junge Welt
Half page feature about Tien Shan snow leopard expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/ ts-junewelt18

�frica on screen

THE LION’S
SHARE
The new Disney
blockbuster means rich
pickings for specialist Africa
operators, too. The Safari
Collection has launched a Lion King
Adventure safari, visiting the animals
and locations that inspired the movie. Led
by fourth-generation Kenyan Robert CarrHartley, consultant for the original 1994
film, highlights include a stay at Borana
Lodge in Laikipia, with sundowners on
the ‘Pride Rock’ kopje overlooking Hyena
Valley Dam, where you can spot Scar’s
barking sidekicks, and flights out to lion
conservation areas around Samburu and the
Maasai Mara to camp out and track big cats.
But getting this deep into Simba country
doesn’t come cheap. Aimed at families,
this seven-night trip costs £23,458 for four,
including full-board accommodation, game
drives, road transfers and domestic flights.
thesafaricollection.com SARAH BARRELL

Die Expedition erfolgte
auf Einladung von Nabu
und Biosphere Expedi
tions, einer gemeinnüt
zigen Naturschutzorga
nisation, die Laien als
»Bürgerwissenschaft
ler« beteiligt.

ugegeben, es ist gewöhnungsbedürftig, tagein, tagaus durchs
Tienschan-Gebirge im Zentrum
Kirgistans zu stiefeln, auf der
Suche nach Kot und weiteren Spuren von
Schneeleoparden und deren Beutetieren
wie Steinböcken, Schneehühnern und Murmeltieren. Zwei Wochen lang geht es jeden
Morgen vom Basislager in 3.000 Meter
Höhe los. Mit dabei sind dreizehn Expeditionsteilnehmer, ihr Leiter ist Amadeus
DeKastle, der 35jährige stammt aus Lörrach, der ukrainische Wissenschaftler Dr.
Wolodja Tytar, 67, und zwei kirgisische Gehilfen. Ein Tag Training mit Landkarten,
GPS-Geräten und Fotofallen bereitet die
Laien, von einer 27jährigen Londoner Angestellten bis zu einem US-amerikanischen
Biologen Mitte 40 und einer fast 80jährigen
Australierin, auf ihren Job vor.
Auf 105.000 Quadratkilometern möglichem Lebensraum in den zentralasiatischen Hochgebirgen sollen 4.000 bis 7.000
Schneeleoparden leben, rund 350 davon in
Kirgistan. Natürlich würde ihn jeder gerne
sehen, den scheuen Einzelgänger mit hellgrauem Fell, schwarzen Flecken und einem
buschigen Schwanz. Die Expeditionen für
Enthusiasten, die Biosphere Expeditions
und der Naturschutzbund Deutschland (Nabu) 2014 ins Leben riefen, zielen vorrangig
auf die Spurensuche, gepaart mit der Hoffnung, dass sich doch mal ein Schneeleopard
von einer der angebrachten Fotofallen ablichten lässt – gern in bester Selfie-Manier.
Nur so kann das Vorkommen der Tiere hier
dokumentiert werden. Die kirgisische Regierung soll so dazu bewegt werden, die Region zum Biosphärenreservat zu erklären –
mit Hilfe der Bürgerwissenschaftler. »Das
Geld der Teilnehmer fließt zu 70 Prozent
in das Projekt, in Personal, Ausrüstung und
Transportmittel«, erläutert Tytar. Staatliche
Unterstützung für solche Unternehmungen
gebe es schon seit Ende der UdSSR nicht
mehr.

Ideales Terrain

Fischbrötchen direkt am
Strand mit Blick auf die
Ostsee – herrlich!
Trinken: Mit Familie
und Freunden Meißner
Müller-Thurgau genießen,
über schöne Erlebnisse
plaudern und neue
Reiseziele planen.
Lesen: Krimis mit
Lokalkolorit. Sie machen
Lust darauf, Orte zu
entdecken!
ANZEIGE

Jeden Tag geht es über alte Viehpfade
hinauf bis auf 4.000 Meter Höhe. Schneebedeckte Gipfel lugen hinter steilen Berghängen hervor – ideales Schneeleopardenterrain, möchte man meinen. Dann
kommt der große Tag im Juli 2018. Nach
vier Jahren fängt eine Fotofalle erstmals
das Nachtbild einer solchen Wildkatze
ein. Ein kleiner Schritt in Richtung des
ersehnten Schutzstatus? »Die Lokalbevölkerung ist leider zu einem großen Teil
gegen ein Reservat, aus Angst, sie würde
dann ihre Landnutzungsrechte verlieren«,
bedauert Tytar. Deswegen ziehen Biosphere-Expeditions-Gruppen aus, um mit

A

ls Ökonomin und ehemalige Hotelchefin, vor allem aber aus meiner zehnjährigen Zeit als Land-

Reisen in das sozialistische Kuba
In den Medien wird ständig über Kuba berichtet, und langsam
blickst du nicht mehr durch? Dich verwirrt die widersprüchliche
Berichterstattung? Dann bist du bei uns genau richtig!
Wir vermitteln inhaltlich politische Reisen nach Kuba und für
besonders Interessierte die Mitarbeit in sozialistischen Brigaden,
denn nur das eigene Erleben Kubas kann überzeugen.

The Lion King gets a live-action remake this
summer, and specialist safari operators are
jostling for a spot on Pride Rock
Starring Beyoncé, Chiwetel Ejiofor and Seth
Rogen, the new live-action version of The
Lion King will hit the silver screen in July,
inspiring another generation to follow in the
paw prints of its leonine cast. But, cute lion
cubs aside, taking centre stage in this muchanticipated film will be the region’s wild,
evocative landscapes themselves.
The Serengeti is the loose setting for
The Lion King’s fictional Pride Lands, and
while Pride Rock itself isn’t a designated
place, the area’s numerous kopjes (granite
outcrops) make brilliant doubles of the
platform on which baby Simba was first
held aloft by wise old Rafiki. Tanzania’s
Olduvai Gorge, meanwhile, was said to be
the inspiration for the place that Mufasa
was trampled by a stampede in the original;
the same archaeological site where British
paleoanthropologist Mary Leakey made her
seminal discovery of a 1.8-million-year-old
hominid skull in 1959.

Essen: Picknick mit
Erster-Reihe-Meeresblick
an einem ruhigen Strand,
irgendwo in der Welt.
Trinken: Ein guter Rum
zum Ende des Tages –
entweder in einer Beach
Bar in Lateinamerika oder
vor einem Kaminfeuer.
Lesen: Erzählungen von
Weitgereisten in der
Hoffnung, dass sie mich
inspirieren können.

Kerstin Kassner ist
Bundestagsabgeordnete
von Die Linke seit 2013 und
deren tourismuspolitische
Sprecherin
Essen: Ein leckeres
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In Kirgistan leben die
Hirten im Sattel: Pferde
spielen im Alltag der
Nomaden Zentralasiens
eine große Rolle

Europäische Brigade »José Martí« »Auf
Kuba von
30. Juni bis 21. Juli 2019
Kuba lernen
und darüber
Kuba abseits vom Tourismus erleben berichten!«
intensiv – informativ – solidarisch
Mit dem von FG BRD-Kuba und SDAJ gemeinsamen Proyecto »Tamara
Bunke« ermöglichen wir jungen, politisch interessierten Menschen
organisierte Projektaufenthalte an der CUJAE.
Werden Sie Mitglied! Freundschaftsgesellschaft BRD–Kuba,
Maybachstr. 159, 50670 Köln. Mehr Infos: www.fgbrdkuba.de
FG BRD-Kuba; Bank für Sozialwirtschaft, Köln
IBAN: DE96 3702 0500 0001 2369 00; BIC: BFSWDE33XXX
Spenden an die FG sind steuerlich absetzbar.

EPA/IGOR KOVALENKO

had reached the point where I just
needed to hit the emergency stop
button on my life and escape. You
know those moments when you
feel yourself getting annoyed with
everyone and everything? When a
cross look on your commute sends
you into a spiral of self-loathing and
you snap at even those you love most?
I needed peace, green hills, great food
and unfettered access to a cellar of
wine. I needed Borgo Pignano. I just
didn’t know how much I needed it
until I got there.

PRIVAT

Travel: Malawi/Africa
ISBN 978 1 78477 636 7

Schneeleoparden
auf der Spur
Im Urlaub zu Natur- und Artenschutz
beitragen: als Bürgerwissenschaftlerin in
Kirgistan. Von Bernadette Olderdissen
den Nomadennachbarn, die von Juni bis
September mit ihrem Vieh in den Bergen
leben, zu sprechen, sie über das Projekt
aufzuklären. Sie werden zu einem wichtigen Teil der Spurensuche – und tischen
gastfreundlich Kumys auf, vergorene Stutenmilch, das Nationalgetränk der Kirgisen. Einige versprechen sich doch Vorteile von einem Naturreservat, weil das mehr
ausländische Besucher nach Kirgistan
bringen würde. Denn Hirten, die sich ja
bestens in der Region auskennen, könnten
dann als Ranger ausgebildet werden und
Arbeit finden.
Bis das neue Leben vielleicht beginnt,
toben sich die Männer bei typisch kirgisischen Reiterspielen aus, darunter Ulak
Tartisch, ein Favorit bei den Horse Games
Festivals, die im Sommer an verschiedenen
Orten im Land steigen: Zwei Teams auf
Pferden versuchen, sich gegenseitig einen
kopflosen Ziegenkadaver abzunehmen und

ihn ins improvisierte Tor zu werfen. Der
Gewinner darf die Ziege essen. Wer diese
Traditionen vor oder nach der Expedition näher kennenlernen möchte, reist allein
durch Kirgistan oder mit Einheimischen,
dank CBT, Community Based Tourism.
Das Geld fließt in die Gemeinden, geht an
Fahrer, Hirten, die ihre Jurten vermieten,
und an Pferdeführer.

Alpine Weiden
Vor Expeditionsbeginn bin ich eingetaucht in das Leben dieser Nomaden.
Nicht modernes oder digitales Nomadentum, sondern die naturgegebene Notwendigkeit, mit dem Vieh jeden Sommer in
die Berge zu ziehen, um einige Monate
für Futter nicht bezahlen zu müssen. Die
temporäre Heimat vieler Hirten liegt am
Songköl, Kirgistans zweitgrößtem See,
mit seinen weiten Jailoos, alpinen Wei-

Soziales Anliegen
Auf Reisen gehen können sollte jedes Kind
rätin auf der Insel Rügen weiß ich, wie
wichtig das Reisen ist. Wichtig nicht nur
für Arbeitsplätze, für Umsätze und Gewinne in der Reisebranche, sondern vor
allem für Kinder und Jugendliche.
Früher waren regelmäßige Klassenfahrten selbstverständlich. Schulfahrten dienen nicht nur dem Spaß, sondern
tragen auch allseitig zur Bildung bei.
Das Lernen an einem anderen Ort als
der Schule ist verbunden mit prägenden
neuen Erfahrungen und Empfindungen.
Deshalb sollten alle Kinder diese Möglichkeit im Verlauf der Schulzeit regelmäßig geboten bekommen – und zwar
unabhängig vom Geldbeutel der Eltern.
Leider werden die Kosten manchmal zu
Hürden, die nicht jede Familie nehmen
kann. Die Regelungen im Bildungs- und
Teilhabegesetz sind ungenügend, besser
wäre eine generelle Aufnahme als Lernförderung in das Bildungsprogramm der

Bundesländer. Es ist keineswegs mehr
üblich, dass jedes Schulkind wenigstens
einmal mit der Klasse verreist. Heute gibt
es dazu in jedem Bundesland unterschiedliche Regelungen. Deshalb brauchen wir
bundesweit einheitliche Kriterien für
Schulfahrten.
Auf der Internationalen Tourismusbörse in Berlin im März 2019 wird sich auch
die Partei Die Linke präsentieren. Auf
unseren Veranstaltungen wird es um Bildungsreisen für Grundschulkinder, »Reisen gegen das Vergessen« zum Beispiel
zu Jugendbegegnungsstätten an Orten des
Holocaust sowie den internationalen Jugendaustausch gehen.
Das Reisen ist eine soziale Frage. Obwohl es auch preiswerte Angebote der
Tourismusbranche gibt, können sich viele Familien mit Kindern und darunter besonders Alleinerziehende überhaupt keine Urlaubsfahrt leisten. Deshalb fordert

den. Ich wohne in einer Jurte beim Hirten
Altenbak, der sich durch den Jurtentourismus etwas dazuverdient. Ein Geschäft,
das besonders am Songköl boomt, denn
der klare Bergsee auf gut 3.000 Metern
Höhe, hinter Wiesen voller Yaks und hügeligen Plateaus, ist der westliche Inbegriff von zentralasiatischer Schönheit und
Romantik. Weitere Hirten tun es Altenbak
gleich, und Besucher, die dem Charme
des Sees verfallen und länger bleiben
möchten als geplant, werden schnell von
Kindern auf Pferden aufgelesen und zur
Familienjurte geführt – Vollpension inbegriffen. Aber auch andere arbeiten für
die Gäste aus aller Welt, wie IT-Student
Mirdin, 21, der mit mir über die Steppe
reitet. »Ich bin der Jüngste in meiner Familie, und der muss sich später um die
Eltern kümmern«, erklärt er, warum er
Geld braucht. Das sei fair, weil der Jüngste auch alles erbe.
Wer den Gastgebern zur Hand gehen
möchte, darf zum Beispiel am Ofen in der
Familienjurte Schaf oder Ziege zubereiten
oder Brot backen, Boorsok, das zu jedem
Mahl auf den Tisch kommt. Oder wie wäre
es mit Stutenmelken? Danach fermentiert
die Milch im dicken Ledersack und wird
zu Kumys. Allerdings kann man auch etwas tun, wofür die Einheimischen kaum
Zeit finden: nach einem klaren Tag auf
die Nacht warten, denn dann erscheint jenseits aller Lichtverschmutzung deutlich am
Himmel ein Schweif aus Milliarden von
Sternen. Die Milchstraße.

Die Linke, dass die Bundesregierung
Kinder- und Jugendreisen, solche für
Familien mit Kindern und barrierefreie
Angebote nach dem Grundsatz »Reisen
für alle« organisatorisch und finanziell
unterstützt.
Wie wichtig auch mir das Thema Jugendreisen ist, beweist zum Beispiel die
Jugendherberge Prora, die der Landkreis
Rügen als Bauherr im »Koloss von Prora«
einrichten ließ. Als Landrätin war es mir
wichtig, dass diese Liegenschaft nicht nur
Ferienwohnungen bietet, sondern gerade
auch junge Menschen sie kennenlernen.
Nach langen Debatten sah das der Kreistag auf Rügen auch so. So kann die Lust
auf das Reisen nach Rügen früh geweckt
werden. Der riesige Gebäudekomplex
geht auf die Nazizeit zurück, hat eine
wechselvolle Geschichte durchlaufen.
Bildungsveranstaltungen und Ausstellungen dazu werden von zwei Vereinen
organisiert, und die Jugendherberge kooperiert mit diesen. Reisen bildet – nicht
nur in Hinblick auf Wissensvermittlung,
sondern auch im Umgang mit anderen
Menschen.
Kerstin Kassner

THREE AFRICAN
ODYSSEYS FOR LESS

Guided by locals

A walking safari is the original way
to discover the bush. Tanzania’s
northern parks have a long
tradition of walking safaris, but
the newer Kenyan conservancies
also offer non-vehicle tours,
too. Five nights from £3,000 per
person. expertafrica.com

Big cat conservation
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have suffered badly at the hands of poachers in the past, and are to some extent
seasonal, but the reserve remains reasonably well stocked because animals can
move freely between it and Zambias contiguous Luangwa ecosystem. Some
2,000 buffalo and 300 elephant are thought to be resident, though the former
have reputedly declined in number in recent years, probably through subsistence
poaching. A variety of antelope is present, including roan, greater kudu,
Lichtensteins hartebeest, puku and impala. Lion and leopard survive in small
numbers, but sightings are rare.

Malawi

Tropic of Capricorn

MAIN PHOTOGRAPH ROCCO BIZZARRI. ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHS KRISHNA ADITHYA, CINDY GIOVAGNOLI, DAMIEN RAGGATT, STEFANO SCAT .
ACCORDING TO AN ANNUAL TRAVEL REPORT PUBLISHED BY ABTA IN OCTOBER 2018

AT L A N T I C
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“I’ve lost track of the number of
times Bradt guides have helped me
navigate through little-known parts
of the world. They’re brilliant.”

�hcaki l�Sh�fni �eSenlSd�aSen�E�fi as�ct���ki ���l�ES

A unique way to see the reserve is on one of Biosphere Expeditions two-week
trips (w biosphere-expeditions.org), where citizen scientists pay to work with
scientists from the Lilongwe Wildlife Trust to study and document the park s
elephants, hippos, bats and insects. After initial lectures and training, you join
very hands-on walking and driving transects, as well as setting insect and
bat traps and cameras for nocturnal surveys. In 2018, the first year Biosphere
Expeditions supported the project, researchers recorded three cat species
never before formally identified in the park: lion, caracal and serval, as well as
an order of insects never found here before.
Accommodation is in a basic tented camp where one of the tasks is
collecting water from a pump: there are compost loos and no running water.
For those with an amateur interest in ecology, this is a wonderful opportunity
to contribute to the work of trained scientists in a little-studied and remote
region of Malawi. Good communal meals and chats round the firepit help to
make this a truly memorable experience.

April 2019

Stay at a field station and
volunteer alongside locals and
conservationists to help protect
the Maasai Mara’s wildlife.
13 days from £2,322 per person.
biosphere-expeditions.org

Off-grid adventures

Combine a stay at a safari lodge
with nights at its temporary
‘fly’ camp. Choose from several
camps in the northern Serengeti,
from £935 per person per night,
all-inclusive. serian.com

March 2019

National Geographic Traveller UK
Short mention of Kenya Big Five and African biodiversity expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/ky-ngtraveller19
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Mindfood
Two page feature of Costa Rica turtle expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/cr-mindfood19
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North East Lifestyle
Two page feature of Germany wolf expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/de-northeastlifestyle19

WOLF CONSERVATION TRIP WITH

BIOSPHERE EXPEDITIONS

WORDS: ELAINE WILSON - WWW.ECCENTRICENGLAND.CO.UK

Join a wolf conservation trip with Biosphere Expeditions and you
are guaranteed a break with a difference. If you love nature and
the outdoors you will have a great time. You will also be making a
real contribution to research and conservation of some of the most
endangered species on the planet.

set off this summer to join a Biosphere
Expedition on wolf conservation. Our
mission was to help track the return of
wild wolves to Lower Saxony – a state in
north west Germany. Wolves, once extinct
here, have started to make their home in
the forest region again as they are now a
protected species.
This however is no ordinary ‘wildlife’ holiday.
Instead I joined a group of people from all
over the world who all have an interest in
our planet and animal conservation and I
became a ‘Citizen Scientist’ for a week.

are not popular with hunters, either as they
regard them as competition. Conservationists
need to keep everyone on board!
Detecting the wolf
Next we learnt how we were going to survey
the region’s heaths and forest where wolves
might be living. Wolves are elusive animals
and they are naturally afraid of people, so
we weren’t really expecting to see any but…
more of that later! We learnt about the grey
wolf which is the only type found in Europe.
Unlike dogs, wolves have a light coloured
‘saddle’ patch on their backs, they are long
legged and their front paws are bigger than
their back ones.
We also learnt how to identify wolf tracks,
which is quite difficult as they look very
similar to a big dog. However, wolves do have
a distinctive ‘paw in paw’ trot which they use
to cover large distances when checking out
their territory.

What is a Citizen Scientist?
Citizen Scientists are lay people who, with
a degree of training, can make a genuine
contribution to wildlife research by recording
information which helps to create a picture
of how animal species are faring in a world
full of people.
First we learnt the story of the wolf and about
the task of managing the risks of human /
animal conflict through education. Many
people are wary of the ‘big bad wolf.’ Wolves
are not popular with livestock owners as the
predators can take sheep occasionally. They

Part of the research work is also to look for
wolf ‘scat’ which, can be analysed to see what
the wolves have been eating (mainly deer).
Through this particular activity I became

familiar with the ‘great smell of wolf’ which I
will never forget. It’s pretty pungent and we
were all struggling with suitable adjectives to
describe it!
We went out in small teams to different areas
to comb as much ground as possible. We
were armed with data sheets, maps, sample
collecting kits and radios. We also had a
GPS device used to mark our tracks and the
position of any noted wolf activity.

INTER VIEWS WITH

SEPTEMBER 2019 £2.00
www.nelifestyle.co.uk

I

Trained and ready to track!
After a practice session with Dr Matthias
Hammer, a prominent biologist and
conservationist and the founder of
Biosphere, we set off on our first survey. It
is like being a detective because you are
constantly looking for clues and it quickly
becomes an absorbing activity. Walking
in this beautiful landscape, while chatting
to interesting people, is a truly rewarding
way to spend your free time because you
are doing something useful too.
At the end of each day GPS and manual
data is collated, and you have an end-of-day
de-brief session. Teams out in the field saw
roe deer, foxes, hares and birds and even a

raccoon dog. And yes, some lucky people did
see wolves! One group watched some wolf
pups playing for quite a while. Our group saw
a fully- grown adult standing looking at them
along a sandy track. The wolf then casually
trotted off into the forest
Sometimes we met up with wolf
‘ambassadors’ – people in the community
who help to spread the word about wolves.
We met Mr Einhorn (Mr Unicorn) and his
hunting dog Barrack who helped us on one
of our excursions; he had been a forester for
40 years!
Mr Unicorn took us to what I called the
‘fairytale’ forest near Ebstorf. This was a
dense ancient woodland with amazing trees,

SIMON REEVE • BEN CROMPTON
IAN MCNABB & GEORGIA E. BROWN

fungus, strange rocks and even a Red Riding
Hood cottage. If I had seen Hansel and Gretel
coming around the corner I would not have
been surprised in the least.
I thoroughly enjoyed my wolf conservation
trip, and it is nice to know that you are
contributing your small piece to a larger
jigsaw of valuable information. Biosphere
Expeditions run similar projects working
with some of our most iconic species all over
the world.

BIOSPHERE EXPEDITION • DANCE CITY • OUT & ABOUT IN PONTELAND • JESMOND
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Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung
Full-page feature about Germany wolf expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/de-augsburgerallgemeine19
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ie Straße ist gut. Der Wagen zieht ziemlich schlaglochfrei dahin, Kilometer um
Kilometer. Die Dörfer sind belebt, dazwischen Landwirtschaft, wohin das
Auge blickt: braune, grüne, goldene und
rote – viele rote – Vierecke vom Straßenrand bis hin
zum Horizont. Darin Menschen, die das Land bestellen. Ab und zu ein Stück Wald. Oder eine Wiese mit
Vieh. Urwüchsige Natur gibt es nur in ausgewiesenen
Gebieten – den Naturschutzgebieten und Nationalparks – oder in denen, die sich für Landwirtschaft und
Viehzucht nicht eignen, etwa Steilhänge der Berge
oder Uferböschungen am See. Darüber wölbt sich der
blaue Himmel eines Sommertags, einzelne Wolken
kratzen am Blau. Die Luft ist staubig und heiß. Ziegenglocken bimmeln, viele Menschen zu Fuß oder auf
Fahrrädern, wenige Autos. Die Dörfer sind nicht besonders groß, meist nur ein oder zwei Häuser tief, mit
vielen Menschen darin, die sich unterhalten, Wasser
pumpen, ihrem Tagwerk nachgehen oder einfach nur
dasitzen und sich den Lauf der Welt ansehen. Mindestens eine Kirche gibt es in jedem Dorf. So stelle ich mir
das Land unserer Großeltern vor. Aber ich bin nicht in
Europa, nicht in einer Zeitmaschine zurückgereist. Ich
bin im dichtest besiedelten Land Afrikas, im Herzen
des Kontinents, in Malawi, im Hier und Jetzt.
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Terra Magazin
Twelve page feature about Tien Shan snow leopard expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/ts-terra19
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Oryx
Seven page feature about Sweden expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/sw-oryx19

m

852 (Honkong airlines inflight magazine)
Eight page feature of Maldives coral reef expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/mv-852hongkongairlines19
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?ÖÄ~jMjWÍjË Wj^Ë ajÁË +wÍj
jjÄË ?ÁajÁÖajÄËÖaËjjË7
~jÁ~Ë jÁÖË rË ÖajË ajÄË 0?~jÄ^
WÍËÖMja~ÍËa?Ä^ËÝ?ÄËjajÁ?
ÖÁãË ÜÁË ajË MjajÄÄjË ÍË ?
wjÁMÁCÍ~jË ÖaË -Ä?Á?ÁÍw
wjË ?ÖwË ajË 0ÄWË ?MjË  WÍj±
Ë jCÍjÁËÍËMjÄÍ?ÄWËÄÍj
ajÁË 8wÄÄÖ~Ë ÁÖwÍË jjÄË ÍãÙ
WjË jÁÜÁ]Ë aWË !uË j
ÁÍjÁj^Ë ÝjWjË ÍajWÖ~j
Í?ÍÄCWWË ?Ë a?ÄË 8wÄMÙÁË 
?ÜjÁË ~jjajÍË ÝjÁajË Öa
aÁÍË ~?~Ë Ë ajË wwãjjË =C
Ö~Ë waj^Ë ÄaË ÄÍÁj~±Ë jÍãÍja
WË jÍÄWjajÍË ?W?Ë +jÍjÁ
.WÙÍÍj±Ë jË.¬ÖÁËÝÁaËÖÁËa?ËÄ
WjÁËjjË8wËãÖ~jÁajÍ^ËÝj
ÄjË Ë ~jÄWÙÁÍjË 0Á?MË ÜjÁCÖwÍ^
0ÁÍÍË Ë 0ÁÍÍ^Ë ÍjÁwÖË Ë M
aÁÖWËajÄË7ÁajÁwÖjÄËrËÖaËa?ÄË?Öw
jjÁË .ÍÁjWjË ÜË ajÄÍjÄË Ö
ajÁÍË jÍjÁ±ËMjÁËajËjajÄÍjËÖw
~?MjËajÄË8wÄwÁÄWjÁÄËÄÍËj
jjË ?ajÁj]Ë ºaË ?Ë ÍË wË ÄÍu»^
w?ÄÄÍË MË ?ÖÄË aË ¬ÁC~?ÍË ãÖ
Ä?j±
ÁÖaÄ?ÍãaÄÖÄÄj^Ë MË aj
-ÙWjÁË ajÄË 8wjÄË ÙMjÁ?Ö¬Í
ÝÙÄWjÄÝjÁÍËÄÍ^Ë~MÍËjÄËWÍ±Ë Á

½WÎaÇÙÐjÄjÎWÐÎÜMjÄÎa?Ç
jMjÇÄjWÐÎßÎ8¢wj´¾
ÄÍË ~jÄWÙÍãÍ^Ë M?ÄÍ?±Ë ºWË Ýj~jÁj
W^Ë a?ÄË jMjÄÁjWÍË ÜË 8 wj
ãÖË aÄÖÍjÁj»Ë rË a?ÄË ÍÖË ajÄ
Í?jÄWjË8w¬?¬ÄÍjÄËÖ~Ë 
Í?Ë ÝÁaË ÜË ?jË ~jÍjÍ±Ë jÁ
Ë jÍ~jÍË ajË 0jjjÁj
WÍ^Ëa?ÄÄËÁË Ä?ÍãËËajÁË+ÁjÄÄj
ÖaËÜËajÁË+ÍËÍÁÜjÁÄËaÄ
ÖÍjÁÍË ÝÁa±Ë 2aË ÝjË jÍÍ?
+ÁjjÜ?jjÁ^ËÁjÄÖÍjË CÖjÁ
Ë ?ÁMÄÍj8ÍãjaÁw^Ë jÄjË jÁ
ãCÍ^Ë ÝjË Ë .j¬ÍjMjÁË ÜÁË ãÝj
ÖaËÜÁËaÁjË?ÁjË8 wjËÁË7j
?~ÍjËÖaËÄ~jÄ?ÍËwÙwËCMWj
?WËÖaË?WË?ËajË ÄÄjËj~
~j^Ë?jËÄj^Ëa?ÄÄËa?ÄËÖwÍ?ÖWj
ajÁË-?ÖMÍjÁjËWÍËÙMjÁ?ËajË~j
WjË j~jÄÍjÁÖ~Ë ?ÖÄ ÄÍË ÝjË Ë 
ÁjË ?ÍÖÁ?wwjË ÁjÄj±Ë 2Ä
ÝWÍ~jÁËÄaËjÞ?ÍjË ?ÍjËrËa?Á
ÄaËÄWËMjajË.jÍjËj~±
Ë ajËajÁËÜjÁË8WjËMjÖÁ
ÍjÍË ?ÖWË ajÁË 8wÄMjÁ?ÍjÁË ajË Á
MjÍËajÁËMMßÁÄWjÁË WÄÍË¬
ÄÍÜ±Ë ¤åååË jÍjÁË 8?aÝj~j
ÄaË ajË Ä~jÄ?ÍË |oË ÁjÝ~j
Ë 7jÁ?ÖwË ÜË ÜjÁË 8WjË ?M~j
~?~j±Ë.jË?MjËjÁjÁjËÜjÁCÄÄ
WjË.¬ÖÁjËjÍajWÍËÖaËÜÁË?j
?ÖWË j~jË +ÁÍjË ÄÖ~Ë ~j
wÖaj±Ë8jËÄWÁjMËaWËjËj
~jË ÄÙwwÄ?ÍË ÙMjÁË a?ÄË Þ¬jÁjÍ]
º jËMjÍjÖÁjÁËÄWjjËãÖË?j]
jÁË ?ÄË ÄjjË .WjË ÝjÁajË Äj
ÜËÝajË8wËWÍËÄjj±»Ëj
?Ö±ËMjÁËajÁË.WÄÄËajÄË8wjÄËÄÍ
ÖË?Ëa?ÄËaËajÄËÁÄWjÁÄ±
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7#!Î#Î.#  aÁj?ÄË!jÖjÁWjËÄÍËÍËjjÁ
?¬?jÁË ÜjÁjÁ?ÍjÍ^Ë 7?ÍjÁË jjÁ
jjË0WÍjÁËÖaËjMÍËË0^
?¬?ÄËCÄÄWÄW ÄÍjÁË.Í?aÍ^ËÝj
jÁË jÍ±Ë jÁË 8?0ÍjÁË ?Í
ÄjË ?MjË wÙÁË ?jÄË ?¬?ÄWj
ÄWË jÁ?ÄË Ë ÙWjÁË ÜjÁ?Á
MjÍjÍ^ËÖÍjÁË?ajÁjËËÁÄË®Í
Ä¬jÍÁË.?Í¯±
jÄ?Ë ÍË jÁË ajË jÄjÁË Í
?WË 0Ë ÖaË ?WÍË ÄjË ÜjÁÍÁ?ÖÍ
ÍË?jÁjË.ÖÁÁjËÝjËÜj
ÍjÄ^Ë ÜjjWj.ÍÁjÄ^Ë ?Á?j
?MjË ajÁË ajË -?aw?ÁjÁ.?
Ë?ÖwËajËÖÝj~jËÖaËajËjÁa
MjMjÄWjÁË ÜjÁ?jÁÍjË
Mj±
!?ÍÙÁWË ?ÖWË ÍË ajË ß¬jË Ö
ajË ÁÄWMÙÍj^Ë wÙÁË !jÖjÁWj
ÄË jÍÝ?ÄË ÝjË ?¬?ÄË wÙwÍjË ?ÁjÄ
ãjÍ±Ë#wwãjËjÁ wwjÍËÝÁaËÄjË?ÖÄ
~jÁjWjÍË?ËÖÄÍÁÍÍjjË:?ÄÖÖ
.WÁj^ËÝË?¬?ËÄjjÁËÁj~Ä
ÍÍjË~jajÍ^Ëa?ÁÖÍjÁË?ÖWËÍjÁ
?Í?Ë ÜjÁÖÁÍjÍjÁË Áj~ÄÜjÁMÁj
WjÁ±ËajÁÄË?ÄË jÖÍÄW?aË?ÍË?
¬?ËÝj~Ë+ÁMjjËÍËÄjjÁË-
jË Ë =ÝjÍjË 8jÍÁj~^Ë ?ÍË ajÁ

Universum
Feature about Malawi biodiversity expedition
https://issuu.com/biosphere-expeditions/docs/mw-universum18
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Ë 0?~Ë ãÖÜÁË ?ÍË +ãj?Ö¬Í
ÄÄ?ÁË 0?ÄË .ÖÄãjË Ö
ÄjWÄË 2ÁË ãÝ?ã~Ë ~j?ÖË ?Ë ajÄjÁ
.ÍjjË ãÝÄWjË jjË ÖaË Íj
ãÝjËÝwÄCWjË0jÁjË~jÄWÍjÍËr
ÖaËjÍãÍËwÁ?~ÍËjÁËajË j?ÍjË?ÖÄ]
8jWjË ?ÁMj·Ë 8jWjÄË 0j¬·
8?ÄËwÙÁËjË.WÝ?ã·ËºWwÙW
Í~»Ë Ý?ÁjË ajË Mjaj^Ë jÍË .ÖÄ
ãj^Ë MjjaÁÖWjaË ~Á^Ë jÁÄÍ?Ö
WËWMj~ËÖa^Ë?^ËÄjÁË¬
jÁja±ËË ajË?ÍË.WÙÍÍjËjj
=ÝjwjËjÁ]Ë ÄËÝ?ÁjË8 wj±Ë jÄ
ÄÍË?Ä^ËÝ?ÄË?ËË jÁÖwÄjMjËÄ
ÝË jjÄË +ãÄÍjË ÝjË jjÄ
8wÄMjÁ?ÍjÁÄËÝËjjËjjË.¬ÖÁ
jÍ±
.ÍËjÍËjÄ]Ë ?ÄËjCajË?MÄÖ
Wj±Ë ?ÄË ÁjjÁÍj?ËÍjÍËÄW±Ë0
?ÖÄË aË ÖaË 0Ë ?ÖÄË ÙMjW
jjË ÄWË jjË ÄÙaWjË M
ÄWÍÍË ÜÁ^Ë +jÍjÁË ÝÁaË ?jË 
!ÁajËÖÍjÁÝj~ÄËÄj±ËjÍãÍjË7Á
MjÁjÍÖ~jË ÝjÁajË ~jÍÁwwj]
+.#ÁÍÖ~Ë jÄW?Íj^Ë Ö~j
ÁCÍjË ÙMjÁ¬ÁÙwj^Ë ÁMCÍÍjÁË ?ÖÄ
wÙj±Ë2aËÜÁË?jËWÍËÜjÁ~jÄ
Äj^Ëa?ÄË+?ÄÍCÄÍWjËwÙÁËÄÖ~
ÍË ajË ??aÄWÖjË Öa
ajË wCÄWWjË Ë aj
-ÖWÄ?WË ãÖË ¬?Wj±Ë jË wÁÄWj
ÄÖ~Ë ÝCÁjË ajÁË ?W¬Í±Ë ÖÄË Á
jjË ÄWË WÍË ÖÁË ajÁË .¬jÄj¬?
ajÄË 8wjÄË ?MjÄj^Ë ÄajÁË ¬jÁ
!0jÄÍË ?ÖWË jÁÍÍj^Ë ãÖË Ýj
WjË ajÁË ãjË ajÁË jwË -ÖajË 
!jajÁÄ?WÄjË a?ÄË 0jÁË ~j ÁÍË Öa
MËjÄË?ËÁ~jaÝjWjËÁ?jÍj
jajÍ±
jË?ÄWjjajË.ÖWjË~jÄÍ?ÍjÍ
ÄWË ÄWÝjÁ~jÁË ?ÄË jÁÝ?ÁÍjÍ±Ë j
8?aÝj~j^Ë ?ÖwË ajjË 8 wjË Ýj
jÄWjËÄWËMj¶ÖjWjÍÄ?
MjÁË ?Ë jMÄÍjË MjÝj~j^Ë ÄaË jÁÄÍ
~jjÄÍ^Ë a?Ë ~Á?ÄÙMjÁÝ?WÄj±
.¬ÖÁjËÄaËa?Ë?ÖË?ÖÄãÖ?Wj±
7jÁ^Ë wÙwË .ÍÖajË ÍÁÍÍjË aj
aÁjË aÁÍË jÍ?~^Ë ajË Ö~jË 
ãjÍÁjÁÍË?ÖwËajË ajËÖaËajË.j
ÍjÄÍÁjwjË ~jÁWÍjÍ±Ë #jË Á~jM
Ä±Ë7jÁMaÖ~Ë?ÍjËÄjË¬jÁË8?
j0?j±
0Ë ÖaË 0Ë jjË a?ÄË Ö
ÄW±Ë ÄË ÄÍË ajÁË wÙwÍjË 0?~Ë ÁjÁ
8WjË ?ÄË º ÙÁ~jÁ8ÄÄjÄW?wÍ
jÁ»^ËÖaËajËÁMjÍËaÁ?ÖjËËajÁ
!?ÍÖÁ^Ë?MjËÄjË~jjÁÍ^ËÄÍËjËjjÁ
ÙÄ?jÄË jÄWCwÍ±Ë =Ý wË Á?Öj
ÖaË CjÁË ãÝÄWjË ÔåË ÖaË yå
?ÁjË?ÖÄË ~?a^ËÖÄÍÁ?j^Ëaj
2.Ë ÖaË jÖÍÄW?aË ÍÁjwwjË ÄW
wÙÁË jjË 8WjË Ë ajÁË ÙjMÖÁ~jÁ
jaj^ËÖËjÍÝ?ÄËÙMjÁËÝÄÄjÄW?wÍ
WjË jawÁÄWÖ~Ë ãÖË jÁjË Öa
ÍãÖjwj^Ë ~j?ÖjÁjË ?ÍjË ÙMjÁ
ajË8 wjËãÖËÄ?j±
jË ajË ÄaË ?ÖWË Ë !jajÁ
Ä?WÄjË ?ÖwË ajË 7Á?ÁÄW±Ë ¤yå

Malawi-See
als der schottische afrikaforscher David livingstone
1859 als erster Europäer
die wasser des MalawiSees sah, glaubte er ein
Meer vor sich zu haben.
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For more information check out the Biosphere
Expeditions website
www.biosphere-expeditions.org
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CONTACT US
www.biosphere-expeditions.org/offices
Australia ✆ 1800-708261
✎ australia@biosphere-expeditions.org
France ✆ 01-53170820
✎ france@biosphere-expeditions.org
Germany ✆ 0931-40480500
✎ deutschland@biosphere-expeditions.org
Ireland ✆ 01-9695263
✎ ireland@biosphere-expeditions.org
North America ✆ 310-9097449
✎ northamerica@biosphere-expeditions.org
UK ✆ 01603-251760
✎ uk@biosphere-expeditions.org

www.biosphere-expeditions.org
Biosphere Expeditions
is an international non-profit conservation
organisation registered in Australia, England,
France, Germany, Ireland and the USA.

Officially accredited member of

– UN Environment Programme
– International Union for the Conservation of Nature
– European Citizen Science Association

